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Abstract

We present two traffic models based on the same idea: that of a single vehicle inter-

acting with traffic lights. The vehicle is capable of accelerating, traveling at constant

speed, and braking. Braking takes place when the vehicle is interacting with a traffic

light. The first model (Car model) will mimic the expected dynamics of a vehicle on

a long road that contains several traffic lights. This car will interact with the lights

depending on their color (either red or green) in the usual way that drivers do i.e. stop

if a red light is present at a given point in space, continue if green. The second model

(Bus model) will obey the same dynamics as the Car model but with the possibility

of a forced stop between traffic lights, this in order to copy the action of picking up or

leaving passengers. Two variants of the bus model will be developed and studied. All

models are highly minimalistic and avoid the issue of human reactions (the vehicles

will never run a red light, or try to emulate other human behavior like traveling at

different speeds or such).

The principal objective of this document is to characterize chaotic behavior in

these simple traffic models. The characterization we propose is based on the following

program: First, based on the dynamic equations of the system, write a discrete non

linear map. Then use bifurcation diagrams to explore the parameters, find symbolic

solutions to period 1 and period 2 orbits, as well as some interesting values for the

diagrams. Since there are many bifurcation parameters, represent combinations of

parameter values that have resulted in chaotic behavior in 2D plots where positive

Lyapunov exponents are marked; these 2D Lyapunov plots give a broad picture of

the combinations of parameters for which chaos is present on the systems.

We will aim our efforts in order to achieva a goal and answer two simple questions:
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1. To characterize the systems asymptotic behavior.

2. Is non trivial dynamics and chaos (understood as high sensitivity to initial

conditions) a fundamental part of traffic systems?

3. Is this sensitivity consequence of human behavior or not?
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This document is presented as one of the necessary conditions that must be met to

obtain a Ph. D. degree in the Engineering Faculty at Universidad de los Andes.

The purpose of this document is three fold, first to serve as complementary future

reference work on what I know is a research topic me, and other researchers, will be

following in the near future: chaos in transit systems. Second as a tool for me in order

to present a coherent compendium of the work I have been advancing on the past

three years; namely the study of simplistic models of a vehicle interacting with traffic

lights. Finally, in third place, to comply with one of the Ph. D. program requisite.

Through the time I have invested in the Ph. D. program I have participated in var-

ious research projects within the research group that I am part of. So far I have helped

to develop a conceptual model for a research center in Colombia [56], contributed to a

paper that discusses how variation can be a useful concept for management [26], and

focused the last years effort into understanding the conditions under which a simple

traffic model is subject to chaos [49]. This document will focus on the most recent

efforts.

We will present two traffic models based on the same idea: that of a single vehicle

interacting with traffic lights. The vehicle is capable of accelerating, traveling at

constant speed, and braking. Braking takes place when the vehicle is interacting

with a traffic light. This puts the models in the realm of city traffic (since there are

no traffic lights on freeways, or at least there should not). It is important to mention
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

that the reason behind the chaos and non trivial behavior that these models show

is because the accelerating and braking capabilities are different and finite. In many

tools used to understand transit phenomena, like cellular automatas or hydrodynamic

models, these two characteristics are missing. One important result of our work is

that important dynamics are due to finite, and different, accelerating and braking

capabilities.

The first model (call it the Car model) will mimic the expected dynamics of a

vehicle on a long road that contains several traffic lights. This car will interact with

the lights depending on their color (either red or green) in the usual way that drivers

do i.e. stop if a red light is present at a given point in space, continue if green.

The second model (call it the Bus model) will obey the same dynamics as the Car

model but with the possibility of a forced stop between traffic lights, this in order to

copy the action of picking up or leaving passengers. Two variants of the bus model

will be developed and studied. All models are highly minimalistic and avoid the issue

of human reactions (the vehicles will never run a red light, or try to emulate other

human behavior like traveling at different speeds or such).

The principal objective of this document is to characterize the non trivial and

chaotic behavior in these simple traffic models. The characterization we propose is

based on the following program: First, based on the dynamic equations of the system,

write a discrete non linear map. Use bifurcation diagrams to explore how the dynamics

behave with respect to the parameters of the models. Find symbolic solutions to

period 1 and period 2 orbits, as well as some interesting values for the mentioned

diagrams. Since there are many bifurcation parameters, represent combinations of

parameter values that have resulted in chaotic behavior in 2D plots where positive

Lyapunov exponents are marked; these 2D Lyapunov plots give a broad picture of

the combinations of parameters for which chaos is present on the systems.

We will aim our efforts in order to achieve one goal and answer two simple ques-

tions:

1. To characterize the systems asymptotic behavior.

2. Is chaos (understood as high sensitivity to initial conditions) a fundamental
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part of traffic systems?

3. Is this sensitivity consequence of human behavior or not?

Originally these questions aroused out of every day experiences. We all make use

on vehicles and have experienced chaos, none of us are alien to the experience of using

the same route every day and experiencing larger or shorter traveling times. We have

also been in situations where another vehicle in the line next to us either manages

to advance further than us or just lag behind, this on a situation where we are not

racing each other.

In order to give an answer to these questions a number of things must be taken into

account. First it is clear that Chaos theory must be involved, this body of knowledge

gives precise definitions and has a set of conceptual tools appropriate for tackling

non linear problems. If question 3 is to be addressed then we must avoid any kind

of system or situation where behavior is an issue; since this is almost impossible to

achieve on any experimental setting, a model based on simple dynamic laws seems to

be the best bet.

Further issues come to mind. Are the questions going to be answered for freeway

traffic or for city traffic? How many vehicles are going to be modeled? Are issues like

fuel consumption going to be addressed? What kind of intersections are going to be

included in the model? What kind of vehicles?

Once these questions, and others, where answered it was decided that a dynam-

ical model was a good candidate to carry out a consistent analysis. These kind of

models are precise and based on well known dynamic laws (for example how posi-

tion, speed, time, velocity and acceleration are related to each other). The concept

of non-deterministic dynamics is alien to them, and therefore only simple decision

making can be implemented. Furthermore, there is a huge amount of mathematical

procedures and computational tools that allow for consistent analysis.

Additionally we will analyze the effects that two different traffic light control

strategies have on the behavior of the vehicles. One such strategy will have all the

traffic light synchronized with one another; they will all turn from red to green at

the same time and from green to red in the same way. The time spent by the lights
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in red color will be equal to the time spent in green. The other scheme is that of a

green wave in which a pulse of green light is moved in the direction of traffic with a

well defined speed.

This document is organized as follows: Chap. 2 presents the concepts and tools

from Chaos theory that we will use in the analysis of the mentioned models This

mathematical framework will enable us to answer the questions previously posted;

maps, bifurcation diagrams, and Lyapunov exponents are discussed. Before describing

the mentioned tools a brief glossary of terms related to Chaos theory will be provided.

Non linear maps and bifurcation diagrams will allow us to characterize the systems

asymptotic behavior while Lyapunov exponents will answer the question of weather

the system is sensitive to small perturbations in initial conditions.

Chap. 3 presents, in a more detailed way, the results reported in [45,46], and [49]

The Car model is described, a 2D map for the state of the car from one traffic light

to the next is derived and emphasis is made on both understanding the bifurca-

tion diagrams and mapping the parameter space for positive Lyapunov exponents.

Also approximate scaling laws are proposed, these allow us to reduce the number of

variables in the model. A small discussion on the effects of a green wave traffic light

control scheme is carried out. Although very minimalistic, the model presented shows

non trivial and chaotic behavior. In particular we will focus on its characterization.

Chap. 4 deals with the Bus model, two variants are introduced and examined in

the same way as the one for the car was. Both variants are compared and relevant

results for the position of the stop point are discussed. A parallel of the behavior

of the bus and the car under the effect of a green wave control scheme is presented.

Finally both traffic light control strategies are analyzed for both bus variants in term

of average traveling times between stoplights.

The principal idea behind proposing two models is to get a feel for how much

the way decisions taken affect transit systems. One variant is inspired on a calm

cautious driver that prefers to brake for long periods of time. On the other hand

the other model variant is more aching to an aggressive impatient driver that leaves

the braking for the last possible instant. Comparison between these models will shed

light on the question of how much driver behavior affects the chaotic nature of the
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system. Focus is placed on the effects that the stopping point has on the dynamics;

Lyapunov exponents and Lyapunov plots are built and described.

The motivation behind comparing two traffic light control schemes comes from

the following question: what happens to the bus if the traffic light system is behaving

as if a green wave for the car is present? In other words what would happen to the

buses if they are interacting with a green wave designed for cars? This question is

relevant since buses share the traffic lights grid with other vehicles.

Finally the results of the document are resumed in the Conclusions.

The main result of this work is to give a concise answer to the three inquiries posed

above. The first proposal: characterize the systems asymptotic behavior is achieved

by using tools like the non linear maps, bifurcation diagrams and the calculation of

Lyapunov exponents. The systems clearly show non trivial and chaotic behavior for

a range of parameter values that are close to the ones experienced in everyday traffic.

Regarding the second question: Is chaos (understood as high sensitivity to initial

conditions) a fundamental part of traffic systems? The answer is yes. By calculating

Lyapunov exponents for the car and bus model it is shown that high sensitivity to

initial conditions is a fundamental behavior of city traffic, furthermore we find that

this chaotic behavior occurs for well defined regions of parameter space and that there

are two necessary conditions for chaos to emerge in this systems: 1) finite acceleration

and 2) we must have vehicles capable of braking at much higher rates (at least three

times) than their acceleration.

For the second one: Is this sensitivity consequence of human behavior or not? The

answer is no. Since minimalistic models where proposed and analyzed and no random

components or any kind of decision making (besides the decision to stop when faced

with a red light) was introduced. However, when comparing the two variations of

the Bus model and the effects of different traffic light behavior a clear difference was

observed (regarding Chaos) between the two variants for particular combination of

parameters This hints at the possibility of having bigger chaos regions when different

behaviors are taken into account.
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Chapter 2

On Chaos

As stated in the introduction, the principal objective of this document is to character-

ize the chaotic and non trivial behavior in simple traffic models. This chapter intends

to describe the mathematical tools used in doing so, along with a brief discussion of

Chaos Theory. For more extensive and complete descriptions of such theory and its

ramifications see [1, 8, 21, 34, 43] and references therein.

We consider the following to be relevant problems in Chaos theory:

A Characterizing the possible asymptotic dynamics of a system.

B The search for a predictability time: If one knows the initial state of a system

with precision δ0 = |δx(0)| what is the maximum time Tp within which one is

able to know the system’s future state with a given tolerance δmax?

C Understanding of the relaxation properties: What is the relation between the

mean response of a system to an external perturbation and the features of its

un-perturbed state?

We will restrict ourselfs to answering category A and B problems. The main tools

we will use are the nonlinear maps (see Sec. 2.1), bifurcation diagrams (discused in

Sec. 2.2) and the Lyapunov exponent (LE) (explained in Sec. 2.3). We are concerned

with the study of the time evolution of simple deterministic dynamical systems that

have their variables coupled in a nonlinear way. All deterministic dynamical systems

7
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share the characteristic that, given a set of initial conditions, one is able to follow the

system evolution using its dynamic equations.

Before describing the tools we will use to analyze the transit systems we will give

a brief glossary of terms related to Chaos Theory, the definitions are according to [21]

and [43].

• Dynamical system: A part of the world which can be seen as a self contained

entity with some temporal behavior. In nonlinear dynamics, speaking about

a dynamical system usually means to speak about an abstract mathematical

system which is a model for such an entity. Mathematically, a dynamical system

is defined by its state and by its dynamics.

The systems we propose to study are simple abstractions of the dynamics of a

single vehicle interacting with traffic lights.

• State of a system: A number or a vector (i.e., a list of numbers) defining the

state of the dynamical system uniquely. In spatially extended systems, the state

is often a field (a scalar field or a vector field).

In this work the state of the system is represented by two numbers: speed and

time.

• Phase space: All possible states of the system. Each point in the phase space

corresponds to a unique state of the dynamical system. In the case of the free

pendulum, for example, the phase space has 2D (the angle θ and the angular

velocity θ̇ = dθ/dt whereas for a driven pendulum it has 3D (must add the phase

φ). The dimension of the phase space is infinite in cases where the system state

is defined by a field.

We will not describe the traffic systems in terms of their phase space.

• Dynamics, or equation of motion: The causal relation between the present state

and the next state in the future. It is a deterministic rule which tells us what

happens in the next time step. In the case of continuous time, the time step is

infinitesimally small. Thus, the equation of motion is an ordinary differential
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equation (ODE) (or a system of ODEs):

ẋ = f(x),

where x is the state and t is the time variable (over-dot is the time deriva-

tive). An example is the equation of motion of an un-driven and un-damped

pendulum.

In the case of discrete time, the time steps are nonzero and the dynamics is

represented by a map:

xn+1 = f(xn),

with the discrete time n. The corresponding physical time points tn do not

necessarily occur equidistantly. Only the order has to be the same, if n < m,

then tn < tm.

The dynamics is linear if the causal relation between the present state and the

next state is linear. Otherwise it is nonlinear.

We will use maps to describe the dynamics of the models presented in the two

following chapters. The maps will give the speed and time of the vehicle at

traffic light n+ 1 given its speed and time at light n.

• Orbit or trajectory: : A solution of the equation of motion. In the case of

continuous time, it is a curve in phase space parametrized by the time variable.

For a discrete system it is an ordered set of points in the phase space.

• Attractor: A set to which all neighboring trajectories converge. An attractor is

a closed set A with the following properties:

1. A is an invariant set: any trajectory that starts in A stays in A for all

time.

2. A attracts an open set of initial conditions: there is an open set U con-

taining A such that if x(0) ∈ U , then the distance from x(t) to A tends to

zero as t → ∞. A attracts all trajectories that start sufficiently close to it.

The largest U is called the basin of attraction of A.
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3. A is minimal: there is no proper subset of A that satisfies conditions 1 and

2.

Attractors may be:

– Fixed points: If x∗ satisfies f(x∗) = x∗, then it is a fixed point. In this

case we have A = {x∗}; the attractor contains a single point.

– Period-n cycles: If xt = xt+n as t → ∞ we have a type of oscillation called

a period-n cycle.

– A strange attractor: is one that exhibits sensitivity to initial conditions.

These are usually fractal sets.

• Basin of attraction: The set of points (initial conditions) that lead to long term

behavior that approaches a particular attractor.

The characterization we propose on traffic systems is based on the following pro-

gram: First, based on the dynamic equations of the system, we will write a discrete

map (maps are discussed on Sec. 2.1). Once we have the map we will use bifurcation

diagrams (see Sec. 2.2) to explore the parameter space, find symbolic solutions to

period 1 and period 2 orbits, as well as some interesting values for the diagrams.

Both the maps and the bifurcation diagrams will help us answer the type A problem:

Characterizing the possible asymptotic dynamics of a system.

Since there are many bifurcation parameters (parameters that can be tuned to put

the system in or off chaotic behavior) we will represent combinations of parameter

values that have resulted in chaotic behavior in 2D plots where positive Lyapunov

exponents are marked; these 2D Lyapunov plots give a broad picture of the combina-

tions of parameters for which chaos is present on the systems. These plots will help

us resolve the type B problem: The search for a predictability time

Now let us describe the tools used in the following chapters.
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2.1 Maps

As stated previously the equations of motion of a dynamical system are the causal

relation between the present state and the next state in the future. These relations

can be either ordinary differential equation (when the evolution is continuous in time),

or maps (if the time evolution is discrete).

A typical example of a dynamical system that can be studied using both an ODE

or a map is the limited growth of a biological population. This model was first

derived by Pierre-François Verhulst (1804-1849), and has been widely studied and

used as a model for different phenomena involving exponential growth (see [1] for

an example where the Verhulst model is used to fit the annual number of articles in

scientific publications that have used the term CHAOS, SOLITON, and REACTION-

DIFFUSION in their titles, abstracts, or key words).

The Verhulst or logistic equation is an ODE

dN
dt

= λN
(

1− N
N0

)

, (2.1)

where N(t) is the population, normalized to the system’s carrying capacity, at time

t, N0 the starting population (N(0) = N0) and λ is the Malthusian parameter. The

Verhulst equation has solution

N(t) =
1

1 +
(

1
N0

− 1
)

e−λt
.

The discrete version of Eq. (2.1) is known as the logistic map, a quadratic recur-

rence equation

xn+1 = rxn(1− xn), (2.2)

where r is a positive constant known as the biotic potential. This map is capable of

incredibly complex behavior. For one thing it displays chaos for values of r > 3.5

(not for all values of r though), this characteristic lead John von Neumann to suggest

using the logistic map with r = 4 as a random number generator in the late 1940s

(nowadays it is well known that although this map indeed has chaotic behavior it is
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not a good random number generator).

At first glance the difference between using ODEs or maps to describe a system

may seem small but it is not. For one thing if the system under study is an au-

tonomous continuous time dynamical system (a vector field) of dimension three or

higher, with at least two nonlinearly coupled variables we can have chaos (as stated

by the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem [21]), if there are less dimensions there can’t be

chaos (a typical example, of a minimal chaotic set of ODEs, is the set of Lorentz equa-

tions [43]). In case of non autonomous continuous time systems, chaos can happen

in dimension two, while in case of discrete time systems even in dimension one.

Whether the behavior, of any such system will actually be chaotic or not depends

upon the values of its parameters and/or initial conditions. Usually, for some values

of involved parameters, the system behavior is oscillating in a stable regime, while for

another values of the parameters the behavior becomes chaotic, showing a bifurcation,

or a phase transition, or even polynomial catastrophes [4].

The action of iterating a map (finding the time evolution of the system) is equiv-

alent to doing a composition of the function that defines the map, for example the

nth time step on the logistic equation is xn = g(n)(x0), where g(x) = rx(1 − x), g(n)

is the nth composition of g —g(2)(x) = g(g(x)), and x0 the initial population. The

result of iterating a map n times is the state of the system after n steps, collecting all

n results gives a time series that shows the evolution of the system. For the logistic

map this evolution would be

{x0, x1, x2, . . . , xn} = {x0, g(x0), g(x1), . . . , g(xn−1)}
= {x0, g(x0), g(2)(x0), . . . , g(n)(x0)};

one way to visualize the iteration is to plot the sequence of points; see Fig. 2.1.

The systems we will study are described in terms of a single ODE (see Eq. (3.1)

in Sec. 3.2 for the car model; and Eq. (4.6) and (4.10) in Sec. 4.2.1 and 4.2.2,

respectively, for both bus model variants), with a set of conditions that determine

the behavior of the vehicles. The main idea is to follow the dynamics of one vehicle

moving through a sequence of traffic lights in one dimension, as originally proposed

in [46]. A vehicle in this sequence of traffic lights can have: (a) an acceleration a+
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until its velocity reaches the cruising speed vmax, (b) a constant speed vmax with zero

acceleration, or (c) a negative acceleration −a− until it stops. The only difference

between the bus models and the car model is that we force the bus to make a stop

between lights. The interaction with the traffic light (and a restriction on the maxi-

mum speed of the vehicle) make writing a solution for the ODEs only possible while

given fixed conditions apply. For example, it is easy to find a solution for Eq. (3.1)

while the speed of the car is less than the cruising speed, but as soon as the cruising

speed is reached the ODE changes and therefore also its solution.

Given the dynamics described above it is much easier to build a map that relates

the state of the vehicle from one traffic light to the next. The maps are built in

Appendix A for the car; and Appendix 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 for both bus model variants.

These maps cannot be written compactly, like the ODEs, but capture the dynamics

completely. For different reasons the maps will be normalized; the normalization

constants are given on Sec. 3.2, for the car model, and Sec. 4.2.3 for both variants of

the bus.

Lets go back to the logistic map. By iterating Eq. one can see the state of the

population for different times. Fig. 2.1 shows such evolution for 30 time steps for two

values of r.

Fig. 2.1(a) uses r = 2, 10 different values of x0 are used. It can be appreciated in

the figure that all initial conditions converge (sooner or later) to the xn = 1/2 value.

This is usually reffered to as a fixed point and is an attractor of the dynamics. The

set of first iterations that are converging towards an attractor are called the transient.

This is what is meant by asymptotic behavior; the stable dynamics after the transient

has passed.

Fig. 2.1(b) uses r = 3.4, 10 different values of x0 are used. All initial conditions

converge (sooner or later) to one of two possible cycles that alternate betwen two

values, one close to 0.4 and the second close to 0.8. This is usually reffered to as a

period-2 orbit. Once again we have a small transient for all initial values, although

it is different for each initial condition.

Fig. 2.1(c) uses r = 3.45, three different initial conditions are used. All initial

conditions converge to a periodic repetition of four different values. This is usually
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reffered to as a period-4 orbit. A small transient is present for all initial values, it is

different for each initial condition.

Fig. 2.1(d) uses r = 3.6 and shows 100 iterations of the map, only one initial

condition is shown. It is not clear from the figure if the dynamics eventually settles

to a fixed point or periodic behavior. In this case we may still have to wait for the

dynamics to settle into the attractor, or in other words, the transient time my be

bigger than what is shown in the plot. This is a strange attractor and is a signature

of chaotic behavior.

After taking a look at Fig. 2.1 it should be clear that maps can display complex

behavior and that for some combinations of their parameters their behavior can be

non trivial. The characterization of this behavior is what we aim to achieve with the

models we will propose in the following chapters.

We will be working with two dynamical systems that represents a vehicle inter-

acting with traffic lights. The system can be described in a compact way using ODEs

and a set of interacting conditions with the traffic lights. The state of the system,

defined as the time and speed at a particular traffic light, will be obtained via 2D

maps that relate these quantities

(τn+1, un+1) = M(τn, un),

where τn is the time (normalized) at which the vehicle crosses the nth light, and un

its normalized speed.
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Figure 2.1: Map evolution for the logistic map from Eq. (2.2), plots show the iteration
number in the horizontal and the population value for that iteration on the vertical.
(a) Biotic potential equal to 2; many initial conditions are shown in the graphic. (b)
Biotic potential equal to 3.4; many initial conditions are shown in the graphic. (c)
Biotic potential equal to 3.45; three initial conditions are shown: x0 = .3 (solid line),
x0 = 1/2 (dotted line), and x0 = .7 (dashed line) (d) Biotic potential equal to 3.6;
one initial condition is shown: x0 = 1/2.
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2.2 Bifurcation diagrams

Maps can answer all the questions we may have regarding the behavior of the system.

One elegant way to capture the way the system behaves, with respect to one of its

parameter, is to build a bifurcation diagram. Bifurcation diagrams show the possible

long term values a variable of a system can get as a function of one of the parameters

of the system. Therefore, they are the main tool we will use for answering problem

A: Characterizing the possible asymptotic dynamics of a system.

To build one of these pick a parameter of the system (r on the logistic map, or

Ω in the vehicle models) and mark plenty of long term values of the evolution for

different values of the parameter. The parameter used to build the diagram is called

the bifurcation parameter.

Let us say we want to build a bifurcation diagram for the logistic map from Eq.

(2.2), or the car model from Sec. 3.2; the steps to follow would be something like

these:

1. Choose the bifurcation parameter: given the nature of the logistic map the only

choice is r; for the car model we could pick A+, A− or Ω, let us say Ω.

2. Decide on which of the state variables of the system will be visualized: the

logistic equation has only one (the population); the car model can be either the

speed u or the time τ (actually it is better to observe the traveling time between

traffic lights: ∆τn = τn − τn−1).

3. Select a range for the bifurcation parameter: for the logistic map the usual

values one finds in textbooks are r ∈ [0, 5.4] [43]. For the car model we have to

fix the values of the remaining parameters, if A+ = 2a0 and A− = 6a0 we could

pick Ω/2π ∈ [0.42, 1).

Also choose an increment δ to advance the bifurcation parameter, the increment

should be such that the chosen range of values is sufficiently sampled. A good

interval would be δ = (bpmax − bpmin)/300, where bp stands for bifurcation

parameter.
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4. Take the minimum value of the bifurcation parameter and apply the map many

times for a starting condition. Here one should make certain that the choice

of starting conditions is sufficient to capture all attractors. Apply the map

sufficient times in order to be certain that the observed trajectory is sufficiently

near the attractor for the given parameter. This is not difficult to determine for

fixed points or small cycles, large cycles or strange attractors are more difficult

to determine.

5. Remove the transient, so that only the time evolution inside the attractor re-

mains. Bifurcation diagrams should only show information on the attractors.

6. Repeat the previous two steps incrementing the bifurcation parameter by δ until

all values of the bifurcation parameter are covered.

The result of applying the previous steps to the logistic model is shown on Fig. 2.2.

Many books and papers have been written about the behavior and characteristics of

the logistic map, I’m using it as a canon example of the characteristics of bifurcation

diagrams and therefore the following discussion is by no means complete. In my

opinion the most important feature of bifurcation diagrams is that they clearly show

the presence and nature of attractors (although not of basins of attractions).

From Fig. 2.2 it is easy to see that for r < 1 the system has a fixed point

at x∗ = 0 (in other words no matter what the initial population is, given a biotic

potential 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 the species is going to disappear). For 1 < r < 3 the attractor is

also a fixed point given by x∗ = 1 − 1
r . This fixed point can be found by solving for

x∗ in x∗ = rx∗(1− x∗).

At r = 3, x∗ looses stability and the system enters a period-2 cycle, this transition

(from fixed point to period-2 cycle) is called a flip bifurcation. The 2-cycles are fixed

points of the second-iterate map and satisfy (p, q) = (f(f(p)), f(f(q))) (remember

that f(x) = rx(1 − x) and, therefore f (2)(x) = f(f(x)) is a quartic polynomial),

solving for these conditions gives the period-2 values

p, q =
r + 1±

√

(r − 3)(r + 1)
2r

,
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Figure 2.2: Example of a bifurcation diagram from the logistic map. The vertical
lines mark some values of r for which the dynamics change.

which are real for r > 3 and p = q = 1 − 1
r for r = 3 which shows that the 2-cycle

bifurcates continuously from x∗. These cycles are stable for 3 < r ≤ 1 +
√
6 ∼ 3.449,

at this last value of r we have another bifurcation into a period-4 orbit. This period

doubling continues for bigger values of r and has been labeled the road to chaos (see

for example [37]).

For r > 3.5 we encounter a strange attractor or chaotic behavior. Within this

chaos region one can find periodic windows of order, universality, and many other

interesting characteristics, see [1,8,21,38,43], a list of references by no means exhaus-

tive.

2.3 Lyapunov exponents

As stated in the beginning of this chapter there are three broad types of questions

that one may ask of dynamical systems, one of them concerns the predictability time:

B The search for a predictability time: If one knows the initial state of a system

with precision δ0 = |δ~x(0)| what is the maximum time Tp within which one is
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able to know the system’s future state with a given tolerance δmax?

This question is closely related to a quantity known as the Lyapunov exponent

(LE) since it is a measure of the exponential divergence of nearby trajectories; since

this is the characteristic that determines if a system shows chaos or not then it is

correct to say that the LE is a direct answer to the previously stated problem.

If one follows a cluster of values, all within an error bound, of the initial condition

one of two things may happen: either the group evolves in a way in which the cluster

sticks together with an error bound similar to that of the initial condition; or the error

becomes so big that the dynamic equations loose their predictive power. In the first

case we have a regular dynamic system, and in the second a chaotic dynamic system.

The meaning of the exponent can be grasped by supposing that, in the presence

of deterministic chaos, the distance between two trajectories, that are initially very

close, is

|δx(t)| ∼ δ0eλt,

where λ is the maximum Lyapunov exponent of the system. From the equation

above it is easy to see that a negative or zero LE is a signature of a regular dynamical

system, while a positive LE strongly suggests chaotic dynamics. We will restrict the

characterization of chaos in the transit models to finding the Lyapunov exponent.

It follows then that

Tp ∼
1
λ
ln
(

δmax

δ0

)

,

where Tp is the desired predictability time. Since one does not want δmax/δ0 � 1

then, it appears that Tp behaves like the inverse of the biggest Lyapunov exponent.

This approximation on the predictability time is very rough since it is not taking into

account very relevant characteristics of chaotic systems. For one thing the Lyapunov

exponent is a global quantity, it measures the average rate of separation of nearby

trajectories. Also, if the system has more than one degree of freedom, one must

understand how the trajectories diverge along all of them. And last, but not least,

there are systems where Tp may have no relation to λ (see [5] for example).

Exponential divergence of nearby trajectories, also known as sensitivity to initial

conditions, is the property of nonlinear dynamical systems that makes it very hard
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to predict the behavior of a system even though we have its dynamic equations and

therefore, in principle, we should be able to follow its evolution for as long as we want.

Several questions arise that must be dealt with after reading the previous state-

ment.

1. Why can’t we predict where an initial condition is going to end if we have the

equations of motion?

A set of ODEs, or a map, is a recipe for finding the time evolution of a physical

system; so, as Laplace stated, one would only need a set of initial conditions and

the future could be predicted for all time. Disregarding possible issues in the

integration of the ODEs finding the “future” given a set of initial conditions is a

guaranteed (or certain) procedure. But so far we have disregarded the fact that

any initial condition we measure (or choose) is bound to have some error. In the

case of a physical measurement the instrument used to perform it introduces a

certain error and in the case of choosing a certain initial condition we are limited

by our capacity (or the machine’s) to write (or store) the condition to a certain

number of decimal places. So no matter if we are taking initial conditions from

real systems or making them up for a simulation we can only be certain of a

finite amount of decimal places. Therefore all initial conditions are accurate up

to a given point and any two “identical” conditions are uncertain up to a point,

lets call this uncertainty δ.

The main question that the LE addresses is weather this initial uncertainty plays

havoc with the predictability question or not; if the time evolution is such that

the initial uncertainty on the condition does not separates nearby trajectories

then we can predict the behavior of the system for long times into the future.

However if the distance between trajectories grows rapidly we cannot predict

for long.

2. If a system can not be predicted after a certain time is it not equivalent to a

stochastic system?

No. Stochastic systems have a random component on them. This means that

two identical initial conditions are not expected to have the same evolution. A
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clear example is a random walk, the only way to make sure two random walks

are the same is to make sure all random outcomes are the same, an action that

removes the randomness from the system.

3. What is the meaning of exponential divergence of nearby trajectories?

Loosely speaking it means that if one takes a particular direction in the phase

space of the system the distance between nearby trajectories grows as eλt (see

Fig. 3.5(a) for an example). The λ parameter is the Lyapunov exponent;

note that if λ ≤ 0 the trajectories would become one or keep the same initial

separation. It is important to discuss two things. First the LE is a statistical

measurement; as can be seen from Fig. 3.5(a) the trajectories do not diverge

exactly in an exponential way. Second, the divergence eventually saturates (not

shown on the figure); this is due to the fact that dynamical systems are bound

to a finite region of the phase space and are not allowed to wander in all of it.

It is very important to make sure one is calculating the LE within an strange

attractor (not while transient behavior is still present).

4. Are all systems that have exponential divergence of nearby trajectories chaotic?

No. The system ẋ = x is deterministic and shows exponential separation of

nearby trajectories, but they are repelled to infinity and never return. So infinity

acts like a an attracting fixed point. Chaotic systems must be aperiodic and

their phase space must be bounded.

We now follow [8] with a more formal description of what a LE is. Characteristic

Lyapunov exponents are an extension to linear stability analysis for the case of ape-

riodic motion. They give information on the rate of growth of a very small error on

the initial state of the system.

Let us take a dynamical system with an evolution law given by a system of ODEs

(for continuous time)

ẋ = F(x),
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or in the case of discreet evolution, the map

x(t+ 1) = G(x(t)).

In both cases, for simplicity, suppose that a vector x ∈ Rd uniquely specifies one

state of the system. Also assume that F and G are differentiable functions, that the

evolution is well-defined for time intervals of arbitrary extension, and that the motion

takes place in a bounded region of the phase space. Lets study the separation between

two trajectories, x(t) and x′(t), starting from two close initial conditions, x(0) and

x′(0) = x(0) + δx(0), respectively.

As long as the difference between the trajectories, δx(t) = x′(t) − x(t), remains

small (infinitesimal, strictly speaking), it can be regarded as a vector, z(t), in the

tangent space. The time evolution of z(t) is given by the linearized differential equa-

tions:

żi(t) =
d

∑

i=1

∂Fi

∂xj

∣

∣

∣

∣

x(t)
zj(t),

or, in the case of discrete time maps:

zi(t+ 1) =
d

∑

i=1

∂Gi

∂xj

∣

∣

∣

∣

x(t)
zj(t).

It is proved, under rather general hypothesis, that for almost all initial conditions

x(0), there exists an orthonormal basis {ei} in the tangent space such that, for large

times,

z(t) =
d

∑

i=1

cieieλit,

where the coefficients {ci} depends on z(0). The exponents λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λd are

called characteristic Lyapunov exponents. If the dynamical system has an ergodic

invariant measure, the spectrum of LEs {λi} does not depend on the initial condition,

except for a set of measure zero with respect to the natural invariant measure.

Loosely speaking, the last equation says that in the phase space, where the motion

evolves, a d-dimensional sphere of small radius ε centered in x(0) is deformed with
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time into an ellipsoid of semi-axes εi(t) = ε exp(λit), directed along the ei vectors.

Furthermore, for a generic small perturbation x(0), the distance between a trajectory

and the one perturbed behaves as

|δx(t)| ∼ |δx(0)|eλ1t
[

1 +O(e−(λ1−λ2)t
]

.

If λ1 > 0 there is a rapid (exponential) amplification of an error on the initial

condition. In such a case, the system is chaotic and, de facto, unpredictable for long

times. Indeed, if δ0 = |δx(0)| for the initial error, and we want to predict the states of

the system with a certain tolerance ∆ (not too large), then the prediction is possible

just up to a predictability time given by

Tp ∼
1
λ1

ln
(

∆
δ0

)

. (2.3)

This equation shows that Tp is basically determined by the largest Lyapunov expo-

nent, since its dependence on δ0 and ∆ is very weak. Because of its preeminent role,

very often λ1 is referred to as “the Lyapunov exponent”, and is indicated by λ.

The value of λ1 can be found by a simple numerical procedure as explained in [46].

The basic idea is to take the initial condition x(0), and evolve the system in order

to reach the attractor. Once within the attractor, numerically follow two trajectories

slightly separated, that is, x(t) and x′(t), with x′(t) = x(t) + δx and δx a small

perturbation. The separation of the trajectories behaves as

δ(t) = |x(t)− x′(t)|

In order to estimate the principal LE, λ, we can fit a graph of δ(t) Vs. t, on a

logarithmic scale, to a straight line. The slope of this line is a good estimation of λ.

This procedure will be explained with more detail in Sec. 3.3.

Finding the full spectrum of Lyapunov exponents requires a more subtle pro-

cedure. We mention the necesary steps to find the complete set of LE for a m-

dimensional dynamical system; different procedures for estimating the spectrum can

be found in [33].
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The simplest of these procedures supposes that small perturbations to a trajectory

given by the system

ẋ = f(x(t)),

with x(0) = x0) are governed by the Jacobian matrix of the system

J(x0) =
∂f
∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

x0

.

The set of LE {λi} of the system are related to the Jacobian since it describes

how a small change in x0 propagates to f(x(0)). These λi are given by

λi(x0) = log Λi(x0),

where the Λi are the eigenvalues of

lim
t→∞

1
t
∣

∣J · J†∣
∣

1/2 .

Finding the eigenvalues of this matrix can be done with numerical procedures like

QR decomposition or other methods.

We will restrict ourselves to finding the principal LE. A positive LE indicates the

presence of chaos, how big is the exponent is not as important as can be seen by taking

a look at Eq. (2.3). For the case of the models we will be studying in the following

chapters the minimum value accepted as positive for a LE will be λ ≥ .1. The reason

for this restriction is due to the algorithm used to find its approximate value. To find

this number for a particular combination of parameters, once inside the attractor,

we take several (10) different pairs of similar trajectories; the reported value is the

average of this set. To calculate any particular LE from two close trajectories we use

a least square fit, over the distance between trajectories, to find the slope of a linear

function. This slope is the LE and the fit has an error associated with it, this error

is close to 0.1, see Fig. 3.5(a) for a particular example. Hence we only take λ > 0.1

as a positive value. Also all LE that we have calculated in the car model and both

bus models are λ < 3/2. Therefore we do not consider the particular value of the LE
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to be as important as if the exponent is positive or not.

Some evidence of this claim can be observed in Fig. 3.5 for the car model and

Fig. 4.3 for the bus models. In Fig. 4.3(c)-(f) we show bifurcation diagrams for

both bus models and the value of the LE for the chosen bifurcation parameter. Fig.

4.3(c) shows a bifurcation diagram with l as the bifurcation parameter for the a−
variable model (see Sec. 4.2.1) with A+ = 2, A− = 6, Γ = 1 and Ω = 5.077, the

+ signs above the diagram indicate positive LE. Fig. 4.3(e) show the LE values for

the bifurcation diagram above. Fig. 4.3(d) and (f) use the a− fixed model (see Sec.

4.2.2), parameters are the same as for the variable model. Note that none of the LE

are bigger than 3/2.

2.4 Lyapunov 2D diagrams

The discussion on the last two paragraphs of the last section lead us to propose a

more practical way to visualize combinations of parameters for which a system shows

chaotic behavior. We call this diagrams the Lyapunov plots and examples of them

can be seen in Figs. 3.7 through 3.10 and a combination of them in Fig. 4.8. These

figures are composed of color pixels, each pixels represents the sign of the LE for a

given combination of parameters; if the pixel is white we have a non positive LE and

if the pixel is colored the corresponding LE is positive (the model presents chaos). In

the Lyapunov plots from Chap. 3 black is used to represent the positive LE, while in

Chap. 4 different colors are used. The observation of these Lyapunov plots lead us

to propose approximate scaling relations for the car model (see Fig. 3.10 and [49]).

2.5 Summary

Thus far we have explained the concepts and outlined the procedures that will be

used in Chap. 3 and 4 to characterize chaos in two simple traffic models. Bifurcation

diagrams, Lyapunov exponents and Lyapunov 2D plots where discussed. For each

of these tools a formal discussion was carried out and examples where given. Most

of the examples follow directly from the body of work that will be presented in the
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following chapters.

The dynamical system that will be studied is that of a vehicle that travels between

traffic lights and interacts with them. The equations of motion of these systems will

be described by 2D maps. These maps will be used to find expressions for fixed

points and period-2 orbits in the particular systems. The characterization of the

chaotic behavior will be carried out by tackling the question of weather the system is

predictable or not over long periods of time. It was showed how bifurcation diagrams

and Lyapunov exponents will be used to give answers to characterize the chaotic

behavior of the simple traffic models that will be developed in the next chapters.



Chapter 3

Simple Traffic Model: Car

In this chapter we present a simple traffic model based on the interaction between a

single moving vehicle and traffic lights. Although very minimalistic it presents non

trivial behavior. In particular we will focus on the characterization of the observed

non trivial and chaotic behavior. The vehicle in the model is able to accelerate until

a cruising speed is achieved; it maintains this speed unless forced to brake by a traffic

light; once the light turns green the vehicle accelerates once again. The traffic light

forces the vehicle to stop under a unique conditions: if the light is red when the

mobile reaches a decision point. Traffic lights are controlled by a global frequency

and a phase. Lights are equally spaced a distance L over a very long road (effectively

infinite).

The chapter is organized in the following way: in Sec. 3.1 a brief review of

traffic models is made, emphasis is made on the differences between existing models

and the one presented here. Sec. 3.2 presents the car model (the construction of

a 2D map M(τ, u) is carried out in Appendix A); the model and the map were

originally proposed in [46]. This map gives the state of the car (traveling time and

speed) at the (n + 1)th traffic light given the state at the nth light. Sec. 3.3 is

dedicated to numerical procedures; some time series are shown, bifurcation diagrams

are discussed and Lyapunov exponents are found for few combinations of parameters.

Sec. 3.4 discusses symbolic results that can be obtained by using the map; important

transition values are obtained along with fixed points and period 2 orbits. Sec. 3.5

27
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finds Lyapunov exponents for several combinations of parameters and presents them

in the form of Lyapunov 2D plots (see Sec. 2.4); the section closes with approximate

scaling relations that condense the three parameter model into a two parameter one.

Sec. 3.6 describes the effect that a green wave control scheme would have on the

vehicle’s behavior and mention results obtained in [45]. Finally, the chapter is closed

with a brief summary.

3.1 Traffic models, a small review.

This section mainly follows [18] and some recent developments [6, 24, 36, 50]. Here

a brief review of traffic models is given. Most of these are concerned with so called

freeway dynamics, that is the collective behavior of vehicles in long stretches of roads

where the main ingredient is the interaction between vehicles. These models are

able to reproduce the fundamental diagram of traffic flow, and are able to reproduce

emergent behavior such as traffic jams synchronized flow, phantom traffic jams and

wide moving jams (among other observed phenomena).

Vehicular traffic has been an issue since 1935 when the first studies of traffic

dynamics where made by Greenshields. Plenty of publications on the topic can be

found from as early as the 1950s in engineering and operations research journals.

Physicist started addressing the problem of traffic dynamics in earnest in 1992 and

1993 (see [6, 24, 36]). And clearly, as of today, the traffic flow situation has greatly

deteriorated since many big cities around the globe suffer from heavy traffic congestion

around the clock, and still the volume of traffic grows because of increased demands

for mobility and modern logistics.

According to [18] there are over 100 different traffic models. Since the 1950s,

researchers have simultaneously been thinking about microscopic and macroscopic

traffic models, as shown by the development of fluid-dynamic models on the one

hand and of car-following (follow-the-leader) models on the other. The mesoscopic

gas-kinetic (Boltzmann-like) models appeared in the 1960s, while cellular automata

and the systematic investigation of the nonlinear dynamics of traffic flow were trends

of the 1990s. Since 2000 the availability of better data has stimulated an increasing
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number of experimental studies and their comparison with traffic models.

There is no standard classification of traffic models, following [18] and [47] a possi-

ble approach is to group the models using as criteria their level of detail (microscopic,

mesoscopic or macroscopic), the mathematical tools used to study them (continu-

ous Vs. discrete), the simulation strategy used to solve them (cellular automata or

agent modeling, etc.), or the uses they are given (theoretical, commercial, simulation).

These among other options.

Regardless of the details of models one should always keep in mind that good

models must share the same main characteristics with good theories: they should

not only reproduce all empirical known properties of a system, but should also make

predictions that allow us to verify or disprove them. It is also desirable for models to

contain few variables and parameters and that these should have intuitive meaning;

also they should be easy to measure and corresponding values must be realistic.

Vehicle collisions or strange behavior (like exceeding maximum density values) must

also be avoided. Finally fast numerical simulation is also a must.

The model proposed in [46] (explained in the following section) lacks many of these

characteristics because it is a single vehicle model and therefore it can not reproduce

jams, congestion or the fundamental diagram. There is no interaction with other

vehicles, only with a traffic light. So what is the use of such a simplistic model?

• It shows that chaos is an inherent component in traffic systems. As we show in

the following sections there is an important region of the parameter space for

which the model shows chaotic behavior. More important this region is close

to or contains the typical values of acceleration observed on vehicles.

• It shows that with infinite (instantaneous) accelerations (braking) there is no

chaotic behavior. This is common in many vehicle models, so it opens the

question of if these models are missing a fundamental piece of the dynamics.

• It indicates that synchronization between traffic lights and vehicles is not a

trivial matter and that chaos is present near the optimal synchronization fre-

quencies.
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• Although the question of measurements is not addressed taking steps towards

the possibility of comparisons with real data can be taken with simple modifi-

cations (see discussion in the beginning of next chapter).

3.2 Car model

In this section we will describe the car model in order to follow with the derivation of

a 2D map that will allow for the study of its dynamics. Some of the results obtained

in [45, 46, 50] will be discussed, others will be mentioned. The bulk of the chapter

expands on the work presented in [49].

max
v
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Figure 3.1: Reference diagram for the construction of the 2D map for the car. All
possible situations at the decision point are depicted after the decision point xd. The
green light case is represented by the dotted horizontal line: the car continues at vmax.
The dashed line shows the case if the light is red and remains so until the car stops
completely. Solid and dot-dashed lines show the two possibilities when the light turns
green while the car is braking.

We follow the dynamics of one vehicle moving through a sequence of traffic lights

in one dimension. A car in this sequence of traffic lights can have: (a) an acceleration

a+ until its velocity reaches the cruising speed vmax, (b) a constant speed vmax with

zero acceleration, or (c) a negative acceleration −a− until it stops. Therefore, we can
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write the equations of motion for the vehicle,

dv
dt

=

{

a+ θ(vmax − v), accelerate

−a− θ(v), break
, (3.1)

where θ(x) is the Heaviside step function.

As the car approaches the nth traffic light with velocity vmax the driver must make

a decision depending on the sign of

sin(ωnt+ φn) (3.2)

at the distance v2max/2a− (the last stopping point to arrive with null velocity at the

traffic light). The frequency ωn and the phase φn at the nth traffic light are used to

control traffic.

If sin(ωnt+ φn) > 0 (green light) the driver continues through the traffic light at

speed vmax. If sin(ωnt+φn) ≤ 0 (red light) the driver starts braking with −a− until it

reaches the traffic light with speed v = 0 and waits until either the light turns green

again or it reaches the traffic light with speed v = 0 and waits until the light changes

color, at which point it starts accelerating with a+. The possible situations of the

vehicle when interacting with the traffic light are schematized in Fig. 3.1. Also, see

the situation before the (n+ 1)th traffic light in Fig. 3.2.

Fig. 3.1 shows all possible situations after the decision point has been crossed by

the vehicle. The green light case is represented by the dotted horizontal line: the car

continues at vmax. The dashed line shows the case if the light is red and remains so

until the car stops completely; once it stops the car waits for the light to go green

before accelerating again. Solid and dot-dashed lines show the two possibilities when

the light turns green while the car is braking; the solid line in the case where vmax is

achieved before the light; the dot-dashed when the car crosses the traffic light with

v < vmax.

We will chose parameters such that v2max/2a+ + v2max/2a− < Ln, so that v = vmax

before the decision point. It makes sense that 2π/ω > Max(vmax/a−, vmax/a+) so that

the traffic light does not change too fast from green to red.
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Figure 3.2: Reference diagram for the dynamics of the car model. In this particular
case a sequence of three traffic lights is represented. The velocity of the car at light
n, namely vn, is the same as the velocity at light n + 2. The car has speed vn+1 at
light n+ 1. This is a typical situation of a period 2 orbit.

We will make the simplifying assumptions Ln = L (equal distance between lights),

ωn = ω, and φn = 0 (synchronized traffic lights). The situation of a green wave,

namely φn = φn−1 − ωLn/vmax, will give similar results as demonstrated in [45]; this

situation will be further explored in Sec. 3.6.

In this model, at time t all lights are green if sin(ωt) > 0 and red otherwise. The

car enters the sequence of traffic lights with velocity v0 at time t0. The set of rules

described above define a two-dimensional (2D) map M(tn, vn) that evolves the state

(tn, vn) at the nth traffic light to state (tn+1, vn+1) at the (n + 1)th traffic light. This

map is constructed explicitly in [46], and we will carry out the process in Appendix

A. The dynamics of this model are depicted on Fig. 3.2.

Fig. 3.2 shows a possible realization of the states of the car through three traffic

lights. The vertical axis marks the speed of the vehicle and the horizontal labels both

the time and space intervals. Traffic lights are located at points nL, (n + 1)L, and

(n + 2)L. The cruising speeds at the lights are vn, vn+1, and vn respectively making

this figure a suitable representation of what happens when the system is in a period-2

attractor.

For ease of handling we work with a normalized version of the model by defining
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a cruising time Tc = L/vmax, a normalized speed u = v/vmax, a normalized time

τ = t/Tc, and a normalized distance y = x/L. With this normalization the evolution

described by Eq. (3.1) can be written as,

du
dτ

=

{

A+θ(1− u), accelerate

−A−θ(u), break
,

where A+ = a+L/v2max, A− = a−L/v2max and Ω = ωTc. The restrictions are now

A−1
+ + A−1

− < 2,
Ω
2π

<
1

2max
(

A−1
+ , A−1

−
) (3.3)

so that v = vmax (u = 1) before the decision point, and the traffic light does not

change too fast from green to red.

Some realistic city traffic parameters are for example L = 200 [m], vmax = 14 [m/s],

a+ = 2 [m/s2], and a− = 6 [m/s2]. In the normalized model A+ = 2m/s2× 200m
142 m2/s2 =

100/49 ≈ 2.04 and A− = 6m/s2 × 200m
142 m2/s2 = 300/49 ≈ 6.12. It will be useful to

define the scaling variable

a0 =
L

vmax
2 =

200
142

= 1.02041
[

s2

m

]

. (3.4)

It is convenient to construct an exact map that relates successive crossing of the

traffic lights, this will be carried out in Appendix A. The 2D map takes the time and

speed of the vehicle at the nth light and returns time and speed at the (n+1)th light.

In the following sections we will use the map to study the non trivial and chaotic

behavior of the system. This will be done using two tools: bifurcation diagrams (see

Sec. 2.2), and Lyapunov exponents (see Sec. 2.3), along with 2D Lyapunov plots (see

Sec. 2.4).

3.3 Numeric simulations

As explained in Chap. 2 there is a very good way to characterize non trivial dynamics

and chaotic behavior: using bifurcation diagrams. Bifurcation diagrams as the ones
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in Fig. 3.3 gives us plenty of information on the long term behavior of models. These

diagrams are built with the map from Sec. A. Fig. 3.3(a) shows the speed (u) at which

the car crosses lights. Fig. 3.3(b) shows the time interval (∆τ = τn+1 − τn) between

lights. The procedure used to generate all bifurcation diagrams in this document is

as follows:

1. Given the acceleration values (fixed) and a particular value of Ω (or the bifur-

cation parameter) iterate M(τ, u) 10000 times.

2. Take the last 100 iterations and plot either the speed or time differences.

3. Repeat steps 1-2 for different values of the bifurcation parameter.
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Figure 3.3: Reference bifurcation diagram with Ω as bifurcation parameter. Acceler-
ation values are: A+ = 2a0 and A− = 6a0. Ω0 marks the lower bound of Ω for which
the car always stop. Ω1 = 2π marks the resonant value of Ω (car always passes with
cruising speed). ΩL marks the upper bound of Ω for which the car always stop. ΩU

marks the value of Ω for which the period doubling starts.

The reason to iterate the map and discard 99% of the iterations is that we want

to be certain that the states we are plotting in the diagram are not due to transient

behavior. In other words we want to be sure observe the attractors of the system.

Transient behavior can be very interesting in itself; such discussion is carried out

in [45].
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The immediate numerical simulation to implement with the map from Sec. A is

that of a time series. Either time series on the speed or on time differences. But what

the bifurcation diagram does is to collect the information of the time series for the

bifurcation parameter. Fig. 3.4 shows three different realizations of the time series

for different values of Ω, and a bifurcation diagram with the corresponding values of

Ω marked for reference.
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Figure 3.4: Time series realization for different values of Ω and a bifurcation diagram
for comparison. Acceleration values for the four plots are A+ = 2a0 and A− = 8a0.

It is clear from looking at the bifurcation diagrams that there are regions of

non-trivial behavior, possibly chaotic behavior. As is discussed in [23] one relevant

characteristic of a complex system is its predictability, the kind of behavior around

Ω/2π = 0.9 in Fig. 3.4(d) raises the question of if our system is predictable or not.

The system is deterministic and a look at most of the bifurcation diagrams confirm

periodic or fixed point type behavior for different values of its parameters i.e. A+,
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A− and Ω. However in the region between ΩL and ΩU it isn’t clear if the system is

sensitive to initial conditions (See Chap. 2 for a discussion on this topics and their

relations). To answer this question we will use Lyapunov exponents (see Sec. 2.3).

Let us define the chaotic region as the region where the bifurcation diagram shows

that there is possible chaotic behavior in the model. We will bound the chaotic region

by ΩL and ΩU , see Fig. 3.4(d). Strict definitions for these quantities will be given

in the next section, for now lets just say that ΩL is the frequency for which the car

starts passing some lights with speed u > 0 and ΩU the frequency for which the car

only passes the light with one speed.

Note in Fig. 3.4(d) that as we reduce Ω, the chaotic region stops when the attractor

collides with the u = 0 threshold condition, which means that at some point the car

must wait at the traffic light until the light turns green. Thus, the traffic light forces

the system to go into periodic orbits, for a range of Ω, that must go through the state

(u = 0, Ωτ mod 1 = 0).

In order to calculate the Lyapunov exponents (LE) for the chaotic region, we

follow [46], take the initial condition τ0 = 0 and u0 = 0, and evolve the map for

ni = 500 iterations to reach the attractor. Once within the attractor, numerically

follow two trajectories slightly separated in velocity, that is, [τn, un] and [τn, un+δun],

with an initial velocity difference of δun = 10−5. The separation of the trajectories

behaves as

δn = δnie
λ(n−ni).

Hence, we can estimate the LE, λ, by fitting a graph of δ2n = δτ 2n + δu2
n Vs. n,

as shown in Fig. 3.5(a) for Ω/2π = 0.883, A− = 6.5a0, and A+ = 2a0. Figures 3.5(b)

and 3.5(c) show the bifurcation diagram and the LEs as a function of Ω for the same

accelerations values. Figure 3.5(b) is a bifurcation diagram for these values and has

+ marks above the Ω/2π values for which there is chaos (λ > 0.1). We choose the

numerical threshold condition λ > 0.1 to consider a particular evolution as chaotic.

This value is about the error in λ obtained in Fig. 3.5(a). Figure 3.5(c) has the

value of λ in the same horizontal scale as the bifurcation diagram of Fig. 3.5(b). It

clearly displays the expected behavior for the periodic and chaotic regimes. For Ω
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values below the chaotic regime the two trajectories essentially converge to the same

solution, and hence the LE become λ → −∞.

Λ = 0.32±0.15
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Figure 3.5: Fit of Lyapunov exponents, bifurcation diagram and exponents as a
function of Ω for A+ = 2a0 and A− = 6.5a0. The fit is done for Ω/2π = 0.883. The
+ marks above the bifurcation diagram indicate the Lyapunov exponents λ > 0.1.
The dashed line on the bottom figure indicates a threshold we define to consider a
Lyapunov exponent to be positive, namely λ > 0.1.
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3.4 Symbolic results

The car model is deterministic. Therefore we can carry out symbolic work with it. It is

possible to find analytical expressions of upper and lower bounds for a region where

chaos may be observed. It is also viable to find expressions for certain interesting

values of Ω, values for which the car always has to stop or values for which the car

always passes the traffic lights with cruising speed (what can be thought as an ideal

situation). Also we can find symbolic expressions for orbits of different periods in the

bifurcation diagram. We will explain and obtain all of the above and use Fig. 3.2

and 3.3 as references.

Fig. 3.3 shows two bifurcation diagrams with Ω as bifurcation parameter. The

figure on the left shows the speed values at the traffic lights on the vertical axis; the

one on the right the time between traffic lights.

From Fig. 3.3 we can describe completely the possible states of the car at the

traffic lights. We will start from bigger light frequencies to smaller ones (right to left

in the diagram).

• At Ω/2π = 1 we have resonant behavior, the car always passes the light at

its maximum speed and takes the minimum possible time between them. This

would be the ideal situation.

• As we lower the frequency we see that the car passes lights at smaller speeds and

takes a little longer to reach the next light. This behavior can be understood by

looking at the solid line in Fig. 3.1. The situation is one where the car brakes

(because the light is red at yd) and it changes to green before the vehicle stops

completely. This kind of behavior (with smaller speed at the light) keeps going

on until we reach an important frequency that we name ΩU .

• At ΩU a period doubling starts to happen, to the left of this value the car always

passes the light at the same speed; to the left we have an alternating behavior

where at even lights the car passes with one speed while at odd lights we have

a different speed. This is a period 2 orbit on the bifurcation diagram. This

is a typical situation that leads to chaos, and indeed it is the case. As can be
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seen on the diagrams, to the left of ΩU there is a small region where there are

multiple possible speed or time states for a given Ω. This is typical of chaotic

behavior and we will explore it more deeply in the next section. Eventually the

period doubling collapses and we have, once again, a period two situation but

different to the one described above. This is a stop-go situation where the car

has to stop at some lights and wait for the color change while other lights are

passed with 0 < vn ≤ vmax.

• Eventually we have that the vehicle has to stop at every light, we have labeled

this point ΩL in the diagrams and, as can be inferred by looking at the time

diagram, it is the point at which the light changes as soon as the car stops.

• To the left of ΩL the vehicle is always stopped by the light and it stays still

for longer and longer times until we reach the frequency labeled as Ω0 in the

diagrams.

• At Ω0 we have that the car has to stop in every light and take the longest to

travel from one light to the next. In this case the car is reaching the decision

point as soon as the change to red takes place and has to wait the longest

possible time for the light to go green.

We will now proceed to find Ω0, ΩL, and ΩU , these expressions have been reported

in [49]. It is important to note that this type of microscopic dynamics cannot be

observed in traditional cellular automaton models and hydrodynamical models, where

the transition from ΩL to Ω1 is singular, i.e., ΩL = Ω1. Hence, traditional models of

city traffic miss an important part of the bifurcation diagram, that occurs for finite

accelerating and braking capacities of the car, as suggested by [46,50].

To find Ω0 notice that the car stops at every other traffic light, passing the light

in between with v = vmax. This means that the time between three lights must be

equal to the time it takes to accelerate from v = 0 to v = vmax, brake from v = vmax

to v = 0 and travel at speed v = vmax the remaining distance. If we call this time T0
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(the time it takes to advance two lights), then

T0 =
vmax

a+
+

1
vmax

(

2L− v2max

2a+
− v2max

2a−

)

+
vmax

a−
.

Since this time must be equal to the period of the traffic lights, we have (in normalized

variables)
Ω0

2π
=

(

1
2A+

+
1

2A−
+ 2

)−1

. (3.5)

Let us calculate the lower bound ΩL. This is the frequency at which the car stops

always, which means that the time between two lights must be equal to the time it

takes to accelerate from v = 0 to v = vmax, brake from v = vmax to v = 0 and travel

at speed v = vmax the remaining distance. If we call this time TL, then

TL =
vmax

a+
+

1
vmax

(

L− v2max

2a+
− v2max

2a−

)

+
vmax

a−
;

this time must be equal to the period of the traffic lights, we have

ΩL

2π
=

(

1
2A+

+
1

2A−
+ 1

)−1

. (3.6)

Let us derive the upper bound ΩU : To the left of ΩU there is a period-2 region,

at which the car goes through every other light with speeds 0 < vn, vn+1 < vmax. We

are following the notation from Fig. 3.2 with vn+2 = vn, xd = v2max/2a−, and the

restrictions

x1,n + x2,n + x3,n + x4,n = L, for n = 1, 2. (3.7)

These restrictions are also useful to find the equations for the period-m orbits that

can be seen in the bifurcation diagram. We are working with m = 2 at the moment,

for the general m case we have:

t4,n−1 + t1,n + t2,n + t3,n = P, (3.8)
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where
x1,n = v2max−v2n

2a+
t1,n = vmax−vn

a+
,

x2,n = L− x1,n − xd t2,n = L−x1,n−xd
vmax

,

x3,n =
v2max−v2min,n

2a−
t3,n = vmax−vmin,n

a−
,

x4,n =
v2n+1−v2min,n

2a+
t4,n = vn+1−vmin,n

a+
,

with t4,n = t4,n+m and vn+m = vn.

Since Eqs. (3.7) give the relation

vmin,n+1 =
√

a−
a+ + a−

vn,

by solving the remaining equations, we can obtain vn(P ), vn+1(P ), and in particular,

PU can be solved from vn(PU) = vn+1(PU), which gives

PU =
L

vmax
+

2a+vmax

a−(a− + a+)
,

or
ΩU

2π
=

(

2A+

A−(A+ + A−)
+ 1

)−1

. (3.9)

This is the methodology to find any periodic orbit and the place it bifurcates.

In Fig. 3.6(a) we show a bifurcation diagram, that includes the region in which we

have the nontrivial dynamics and chaotic behavior, with the relevant frequencies from

Eqs. (3.5), (3.6), and (3.9). We also show the stable and unstable period one orbit,

obtained from Eq. (3.7) and the period two orbit from Eq. (3.8), which agree with

the bifurcation diagram. This figure was generated using A+ = 2a0 and A− = 8a0,

the circles indicate the stable solutions for the period 1 and 2 orbits and the dashed

lines the unstable ones.

It is clear that Eqs. (3.6) and (3.9) give us a lower and upper bound for the region

on which the nontrivial dynamics and the chaotic behavior may occur in the model,

which implies that

A− > A+. (3.10)

Of course, this is the restriction for the nontrivial dynamics, while the chaotic behavior
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Figure 3.6: Bifurcation diagrams with Ω as bifurcation parameter. Circles mark the
stable solutions for the period 1 and 2 orbits. Dashed lines the unstable solutions.

occurs for a large ratio of A−/A+, as we will see below.

Let us note that if we do not consider the finiteness of the acceleration and braking

capacities, then

limA+,A−→∞ Ω0 =
1
2
,

limA+,A−→∞ ΩL = Ω1 = 1,

limA+,A−→∞ ΩU = Ω1 = 1,

which is exactly the statement made above about the impossibility of observing this

nontrivial dynamics and chaotic behavior in traditional cellular automaton models

and hydrodynamical models, where the transition from ΩL to ΩU to Ω1 is singular,

i.e., ΩL = ΩU = Ω1. The way in which the system approaches this limit can be

seen in Fig. 3.6(b) for A+ = A− = 10a0; here the chaotic region disappear with

ΩU → Ω1 = 1. Another interesting limit is the case A− � A+, in which the chaotic

region does not disappear but changes its dynamic. The transition to this limit can

be observed in Fig. 3.9(b) and its insets; on these we show bifurcation diagrams using

A+ as the bifurcation parameter.

Now that we have characterized the region in which we have the nontrivial behav-

ior, we turn our attention to the chaotic region.
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3.5 Chaos in parameter space and scaling laws.

With a procedure that allows to estimate λ, let us look in parameter space the regions

in which there is chaos, i.e., λ > 0.1. In Fig. 3.7(a-d) we have plotted the region

of positive Lyapunov exponent in the A+ – Ω/2π space for A− = 4a0, 6a0, 8a0 and

10a0. In all figures the solid lines display the curves defined by ΩL and ΩU , and the

restrictions given by Eq. (3.3) are satisfied. As the braking capability a− is increased

the size of the chaotic regime in parameter space grows, as suggested in [46]. It is

interesting to note that a braking capability a− bigger than the accelerating capability

a+ is needed to obtain chaos. The relation seems to be a− > 3a+. It is not possible

to obtain chaotic behavior for a+ ∼ a−. This is a result of interest in itself, that may

have implications for city traffic. Notice that there are some regions of order, periodic

windows, inside the chaotic region, and they run diagonally.

Figs. 3.7(a-d) are strikingly similar, and there may be a way to map the three-

dimensional parameter space into a two-dimensional effective parameter space, through

some scaling relations. These scaling relations, described below, will show that chaos

indeed appears only if a− > 3a+, which corresponds to a relevant situation for real

city traffic.

Similarly, we can fix A+ and look at the chaotic region in the A− – Ω/2π parameter

space, as shown in Figs. 3.8(a-d). It is interesting to note that, although, we have

fixed A+ the region for which chaos is observed only happens for a small region of

values for Ω. The previous statement about the relation between A+ and A− to

obtain a chaotic behavior becomes more apparent. Again it can be observed that

Figs. 3.8(a-d) are strikingly similar, and it becomes more apparent that there may be

a way to map the three-dimensional parameter space into a two-dimensional effective

parameter space, through scaling relations.

Finally let us fix Ω and explore the A− – A+ space. The results are shown in Fig.

3.9. As previously mentioned, a braking capability a− larger than the accelerating

capability a+ is needed to obtain chaos, and it is not possible to obtain chaotic

behavior for a+ ∼ a−. Some regions of order inside the chaotic region can also be

observed, and they run diagonally up to some point. A new feature appears however.
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To the right side of these figures it can be observed that the dense chaotic region that

runs diagonally starts to thin out for bigger values of A−, while the regions of order

stops going diagonally. These widen and start running horizontally. This is an effect

that takes place when the system is moving towards the limit a− → ∞ (ΩU → Ω1)

with constant a+, that may be relevant in city traffic, and is completely consistent

with the previous observations.

In Fig. 3.9(b) three insets have been added, corresponding to the bifurcations

diagrams for un Vs. A+ with constant A−. In the plot for A− = 4.25 we see that

the chaotic region appears to the left of a period doubling cascade. Whereas in the

diagram for A− = 6.5 this is not the case, and windows of chaotic behavior between

regions of periodic evolution are observed. This behavior, which is also present in Fig.

3.6(a), occurs when the chaotic attractor collides with the u = 0 threshold around

Ω/2π ∼ 0.9. It has to do with situations in which the car stops at a traffic light,

and then needs to wait a while until the next green light. This complex dynamics,

gives rise to a behavior described by super-tracks [38], which will be studied in detail

elsewhere.

It is possible to capture some of the dynamics that have been discussed by doing

an approximate rescaling of the axis in Figs. 3.7-3.9. From Fig. 3.7 it becomes

apparent that dividing A− by A+ is a sound idea, as originally suggested in [46], but

that requires rescaling Ω in some way. Hence, using the definitions of ΩL and ΩU , it

becomes natural to rescale Ω with

Ω′ =
Ω− ΩL(A−)

ΩU(A−)− ΩL(A−)
.

This rescaling is also suggested by the similar curvatures of the chaotic region and

ΩU and ΩL in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. With these two scaling laws, we can represent Figs.

3.7 and 3.8 by the single plot of Fig. 3.10(a). To construct this figure we have used

the data from Figs. 3.8(c) (black dots) and from Fig. 3.8(d) (gray dots). Note that

besides the chaotic regime, the periodic windows are clearly apparent. Hence, these

approximate scaling laws allow for approximating the two-dimensional parameter

space that describes the chaotic behavior of the system. Here it becomes clear that
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the chaotic behavior can only occur for a− ≥ 3a+, which is a realistic condition for

today’s cars.

It then remains to consider a way to scale the four panels represented in Fig. 3.9,

into a single plot. It is natural to normalize the horizontal axis by

A′ =
A− − Au(Ω, A+)

Au(Ω, A+)
,

and keep the vertical one as A+/A−. Here

Au(Ω, A+) =
A+

(

1− Ω
2π

)

+
√
A+

√

Ω
2π − 1

√

A+
Ω
2π − A+ − 8 Ω

2π

2
(

Ω
2π − 1

) ,

represents the A− value evaluated from the definition of ΩU , namely, Eq. (3.9). It

does not make any sense to use the definition of ΩL to rescale. Figure 3.10(b) is

constructed with all the data from Figs. 3.9(c-d). This figure is even more striking

than Fig. 3.10(a), for the periodic windows are better defined. It may also happen

that this figure may be a fractal as A′ is increased.

Summarizing we have found bounds for the nontrivial dynamics and chaotic be-

havior for the simple city traffic model previously presented in [45,46]. The relevance

of this study, resides in that the range of parameters defined by these bounds are of

relevance in city traffic, and are usually not considered in standard models of city

traffic dynamics, such as cellular automata or hydrodynamic models.

It was also showed that chaos is only possible if A− ≥ 3A+, and the chaotic region

in the bifurcation diagram with respect to Ω gets bigger as this ratio increases. Note

that this is a common situation on every day traffic since most cars have a braking

capability (loose speed) larger than their acceleration capability. Hence, the system

becomes more prone to be at the root of an emergent traffic jam.

Through a numerical exploration of the parameter space of the model the combi-

nation of parameters for which the system shows chaotic behavior was found. We also

showed that the region of values of Ω for which the system shows a chaotic behavior is

small and has embedded on it windows of non-chaotic dynamics as expected, hinting

at the possibility of controlling this nontrivial dynamics and chaotic behavior via the
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traffic light frequency.

However, it was also concluded that even for high values of A− there are values of

Ω for which there is chaos, although not produced by a period doubling cascade, but

by the discontinuities in this simple traffic model as the car must sometimes wait at

the traffic light until the next green appears. This behavior points to the possibility

that chaos is always present within these models. Regarding a real life situation this

observation highlights the fact that chaotic behavior may be present on city traffic

systems regardless of driver behavior, arising from the traffic light (or stop and go

conditions) existence itself. These results have been published in [49].
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Figure 3.7: Chaotic regions for Ω/2π – A+ space for different values of A−. Black
dots indicate a positive Lyapunov exponent. On all plots the solid lines represent ΩL

and ΩU . The restrictions given by Eq. (3.3) are satisfied.
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Figure 3.8: Chaotic regions for Ω/2π – A− space for different values of A+. Black
dots mean a positive Lyapunov exponent. On all plots the solid lines represent ΩL

and ΩU . The restrictions given by Eq. (3.3) are satisfied.
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mean a positive Lyapunov exponent. Figure (b) has as insets bifurcation diagrams
for un with A+ as bifurcation parameter. The restrictions given by Eq. (3.3) are
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3.6 Green wave effect.

So far the discussion about the dynamics of the moving vehicle has been carried out

under a synchronized control scheme for the traffic lights; namely making φn = 0 in

Eq. (3.2). We will devote this section to discuss the behavior of the model under a

different control scheme: the green wave. This is a common control strategy used in

cities in which the green signal is made to propagate with speed uwave [9]. This control

method tends to produce clusters of vehicles and, therefore, a precise knowledge of

the leading car can provide information on the cluster.
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(a) Speed
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(b) Time between lights

Figure 3.11: Bifurcation diagrams for (a) speed and (b) time travel between lights
with bifurcation parameter α = 1/uwave. A+ = 2a0, A− = 6.5a0, and Ω/2π = 1 where
used.

This section discusses results reported in [45], with a small emphasis on traveling

times. The reason behind introducing this discussion will become clear on Sec. 4.6

where we show the effects that a green wave for private vehicles would have on a

public transportation system.

In a green wave a green color signal is moved with speed uwave, so that the color

at the nth traffic light, located at position yn, is given by sinΩ (τ − y/uwave). This

implies that φn =
∑n

m=1 Ω/uwave in Eq. (3.2).

Fig. 3.11 shows a bifurcation diagram for the speed u, and for the time between

lights ∆τ = τn + 1− τn, with bifurcation parameter α = 1/uwave. The figures where

constructed with A+ = 2a0, A− = 6.5a0, and Ω/2π = 1. The plots show that the car
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will follow a non trivial path unless the speed of the wave is close to its cruising speed.

Having a slower green wave speed moves the system towards non trivial behavior and

chaos, while a faster green wave forces the vehicle into a stop and go behavior that

increases traveling time between lights considerably. Note that changing the wave

speed is equivalent to changing the cruising speed of the vehicle.

Fig. 3.11 is similar to Fig. 3.3, reflected horizontally, hinting at overall similar

behavior. It has been shown in [45] that, indeed, near resonance (the condition for

which the car always passes the lights with u = uc = 1) traffic variables show critical

behavior in the sense that they are described by scaling laws. Furthermore it was

shown that such critical behavior is independent of the geometry of the road (street

length).

3.7 Summary

Bounds for the nontrivial dynamics and chaotic behavior for the simple city traffic

model previously presented in [45, 46] were derived. The relevance of this study,

resides in that the range of parameters defined by these bounds are of relevance in

city traffic, and are usually not considered in standard models of city traffic dynamics,

such as cellular automata or hydrodynamic models.

Chaos is only possible if A− ≥ 3A+, and the chaotic region in the bifurcation

diagram with respect to Ω gets bigger as this ratio increases. Note that this is a

common situation on every day traffic since most cars have a braking capability

(loose speed) larger than their acceleration capability. Hence, the system becomes

more prone to be at the root of an emergent traffic jam. It is interesting to note that

this is exactly the tendency shown by drivers in crowded roads, where the usual car

movement starts with a low acceleration (A+) and ends with a larger braking value

(A−). Even though the present analysis is conducted on a simple model of one car

in a sequence of traffic signals, it may be expected that this stop and go behavior in

a dense city traffic may enhance the probability of producing a disordered state, and

hence a traffic jam, which is, in this manner, a self-organized state.
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Through a numerical exploration of the parameter space of the model the combi-

nation of parameters for which the system shows chaotic behavior was found. We also

showed that the region of values of Ω for which the system shows a chaotic behavior is

small and has embedded on it windows of non-chaotic dynamics as expected, hinting

at the possibility of controlling this nontrivial dynamics and chaotic behavior via the

traffic light frequency. However, it was also concluded that even for high values of

A− there are values of Ω for which there is chaos, although not produced by a period

doubling cascade, but by the discontinuities in this simple traffic model as the car

must sometimes wait at the traffic light until the next green appears. This behavior

points to the possibility that chaos is always present within these models. Regarding

a real life situation this observation highlights the fact that chaotic behavior may be

present on city traffic systems regardless of driver behavior, arising from the traffic

light (or stop and go conditions) existence itself. These results have been published

in [49].

Additionally a brief description of the system subject to a green wave control

scheme was carried out. We showed bifurcation diagrams that where similar to the

ones when synchronized traffic lights where used. The diagrams show that the car will

follow a non trivial path unless the speed of the wave is close to its cruising speed.

Having a slower green wave speed moves the system towards non trivial behavior

(chaos), while a faster green wave forces the vehicle into a stop and go behavior that

increases traveling time between lights considerably.
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Chapter 4

Simple traffic model: bus

A natural extension to the model presented in Chap. 3 should take it into a direction

that allows for some kind of testing against empirical data. The reasons why testing

is desirable have already been mentioned, the principal one is: it provides a way

to validate results and therefore it validates or disproves the model that is being

tested. However, there is the particular problem of finding real traffic systems where

there is little, or no, interaction between vehicles. A traffic system that shares many

characteristics with the one described in the previous chapter is that of a metro

system. Metros have fixed stops at fixed distances along its tracks; however the

metro always stops, that behavior puts it between Ω0 and ΩL in terms of Fig. 3.3,

if we where to measure speed at, or time between, stations. Also, it is a fact that

there is no interaction of metro system with traffic lights, Thus, comparing with the

car model would force us to permanently have a green light (Ω = 0 the only possible

value).

Fortunately a metro-like system with traffic lights between stops does exist: the

mass transportation system in the cities of Curitiba (Brazil) and Bogotá (Colombia).

These are systems that share roads with city vehicles (traffic lights included) but have

exclusive rolling lines (they don’t interact with other vehicles). Also, at times different

than rush hours, they roll pretty much by themselves and interaction between different

buses, both at stations and traffic lights, is low. In other words the simple model

presented here should be a good representation of the Transmilenio system in cities

55
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like Bogotá. The main reason that justifies this statement is that the Transmilenio

buses have segregated lines and they do not interact with other buses when traffic

flow is low.

The modifications needed to adapt the model presented in the previous chapter

to this reality are few, basically insert forced stops between the lights. To achieve

this we propose the following modification to the car model:

• Force the vehicle (now a bus) to stop at some point l̄n between lights: Ln <

l̄n < Ln+1.

• Have the bus stop (be still) for a time Γ̄n, this time is intended to simulate the

time it takes passengers to board and/or exit the bus.

L
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Figure 4.1: Schematic for the bus model. The horizontal axis represents both space
and time, the vertical the bus’ speed. Note that tson − tsin = Γn. Numbers in the
figure label the different regions where the dynamic equations change.

The bus model mimics the dynamics of one vehicle (bus) moving through a se-

quence traffic lights in one dimension. Let the separation between light n and n + 1

be Ln; and at time t the nth light is green if

sin(ωt+ φn) ≥ 0, (4.1)
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red otherwise. Here ω represents the frequency of the lights and φn is a control param-

eter. The same control strategies implemented for the Car model will be considered:

(a) a synchronized scheme and (b) a green wave. We will suppose all distances be-

tween lights to be the same, so Ln = L ∀n and will also fix all stopping sites at the

same distance from the previous light l̄n − L = l̄ ∀n.
Two variants of the bus model will be studied. They are both based on Fig. 4.1.

The figure shows the different stages or dynamic regions (labeled 1 through 8) that the

bus may pass through when in between to traffic lights. The vertical axis represents

the speed of the vehicle and in the horizontal are labeled both position and time.

Traffic lights are located at positions xn and xn+1; the stop point at xs,n = xn + l.

At position xs1,n the bus starts braking to reach the stop point with velocity 0. At

position xs2,n the interaction with the light takes place, the decision to stop is made

depending on the sign of Eq. (4.1), with t = ts2,n.

The first variant will force the bus to start braking at fixed points xs1 and xs2; this

implies a variable braking acceleration since we will allow for the speed at xs1 and

xs2 to be less than the maximum speed; we will refer to this one as the a− variable

variant. The second one will fix the bus’ braking acceleration; in this case the decision

points xs1 and xs2 will not be fixed (their position will depend on the bus’ velocity);

we will call this variant the a− fixed model.

The principal idea behind proposing two models is to get a feel for how much the

way decisions are taken affects transit systems. The a− variable variant is very much

like a calm cautious driver that prefers to brake for long periods of time. On the

other hand the a− fixed variant is more aching to an aggressive impatient driver that

leaves the braking for the last possible instant. Comparison between these models

will shed light on the question of how much driver behavior affects the chaotic nature

of the system.

The phase of the wave, φn in Eq. (4.1), can be used as a control parameter for

light n. The case φn = 0 forces all lights to have the same phase and, therefore,

change color simultaneously. This case was used in the analysis of the car model in

Chap. 3, except for Sec. 3.6 where a green wave was included. In Sec. 4.3 through

4.5 we will derive symbolic relations and carry out numerical experiments for the bus
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models using the synchronized lights (φn = 0) control scheme.

A different possibility that is attractive in terms of traffic light synchronization is

that of a “green wave”, where a green color signal is moved with speed uwave. This

strategy has been studied for the car model in [45] and some of its effects where

mentioned in Sec. 3.6. A question that comes to mind is what happens to the bus

if the traffic light system is behaving as if a green wave for the car is present? In

other words what would happen to the buses if they are interacting with a green wave

designed for cars? This question is relevant since, as mentioned before, buses share

the traffic lights grid with other vehicles. We will address this questions in Sec. 4.6.

This chapter is organized in the following manner: Sec. 4.1 carries out a brief

review of the scientific literature that deals with bus models and reviews the issues

they research, care is taken to point out differences with the work developed in the

chapter. Sec. 4.2 explains both variants of the model in detail, the construction

of the respective 2D maps is carried out in Appendix B; the section ends with a

normalization proposal that is compatible with the one proposed for the Car model

in the previous chapter. Sec. 4.3 carries out numeric simulations, the focus is placed

on the effects that the stopping point has on the dynamics; bifurcation diagrams are

built and Lyapunov exponents computed for a few set of parameters. Sec. 4.4 uses the

2D maps to find symbolic results for fixed points, and period 2 orbits under certain

restrictions; additionally expressions that bound the chaos regions, resonant, and

stop values for the model’s parameters are found. Sec. 4.5 finds Lyapunov exponents

for several combinations of parameters and presents them in the form of Lyapunov

2D plots (see Sec. 2.4); the section carries out a comparison, in terms of chaotic

behavior, between both model variants from the perspective of the stop point. Sec.

4.6 discusses the effects that a green wave control scheme for cars would have on the

bus models; the discussion is carried out from the bus’ traveling time perspective.

Finally a summary of the principal results of the chapter is given.
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4.1 Bus models, a small review

Most of what was said about traffic models in Sec. 3.1 is valid for transit dynam-

ics that include mass transportation systems. For one thing there is no standard

classification of traffic models, and as of July 2010 we haven’t been able to find a

comprehensive review of bus models like [18] is for traffic models. When looking

for the word “bus” on the ISI web of knowledge (http://apps.isiknowledge.com) for

articles in the last five years, and after refining the search enough so that only trans-

portation or traffic related articles are included, a number close to 500 articles is

obtained. Doing the same exercise for a time interval including the years 2001-2005

yields a similar number.

As with traffic models there is no standard classification of bus models. As stated

in Sec. 3.1 a possible approach is to group the models using as criteria their level

of detail (microscopic, mesoscopic or macroscopic), the mathematical tools used to

study them (continuous Vs. discrete), the simulation strategy used to solve them

(cellular automata or agent modeling, etc.), or the uses they are given (theoretical,

commercial, simulation). We will give a brief review of the bibliography that concerns

itself with buses under some loose classifications, like the ones previously mentioned,

and include research papers concerned with the interaction of traffic lights and buses,

or work that ask questions regarding the stop point for the buses.

A majority of the research papers found deal with the problem of how traffic

flow is affected by or affects buses, see [3,11,17,27,39,41,42,48,51–55] for examples.

Within these papers there is an interest on the bus exclusive line impact [2,30,31,40].

As was said in the introduction to the chapter mass transportation systems that have

exclusive lines are of interest to our work; however most of these articles are concerned

with the evaluation of the single lines as viable strategies. The simulation strategies

used in these papers include a wide variety of techniques like cellular automatas,

computer simulations, mean field theories, vector machines, neural networks, and

data envelope analysis, among others.

There is also a number of papers that deal directly with problems related to school

buses, see [13, 15] and references therein. Environment issues are also tied with bus
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transportation systems, as can be seen in [15,29].

Interest in the position of the bus stops is present, the following are examples of

work with this interest in mind: [28] is preoccupied with improving the efficiency and

effectiveness of service offerings. In [7] and [22] the authors use a cellular automata

model to study the impact of bus stop on the dynamics of traffic flow; while [44]

investigates the same problem using a traffic flow model. Optimization models are

also used in [57].

The interaction of the bus with traffic lights is discussed in [14] where a simulation

optimization model is used to minimize the travel time of bus users in an urban

network. On a different track [35] investigates the dynamical behavior of a shuttle bus

moving through a traffic signal from the point of view of the dependence of the tour

time on both loading parameter and cycle time. In [32] Global Positioning System

and automated vehicle location system on the buses in Minneapolis, Minnesota, are

used to develop an adaptive signal priority strategy. A bus priority method for traffic

light control based on two modes of operation is proposed in [25].

There is also work that combines traffic light and stop position using nonlinear

map models as can be seen in [12] (their interest lies in T junctions), and [20] where

the issue is to tackle the challenge posed by locational error associated with GPS

where a traffic signal is close to a bus stop in London.

Research papers including the Transmilenio system can also be found [10, 16, 19]

are examples. In [10] the different capabilities of bus rapid transit as demonstrated

by the Transmilenio are highlighted and the authors assess the extent to which these

capabilities are applicable to bus rapid transit operations in the United States. On the

other hand [16] carries out a criticism of the system describing its main characteristics

and applauds the improvements that it has already brought to urban transport in

Bogotá pointing at the same time what the author considers fatal flaws. A comparison

of different bus rapid transit systems is the objective of [19].

This review is by no means complete as it focuses on the last five years of publi-

cations included in the ISI web of knowledge.
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4.2 The variants of the Bus model

In this section a detailed description of both model variants will be carried out. As

mentioned in the introduction to the chapter the principal idea behind proposing

two models is to get a feel for how much the way decisions are taken affects transit

systems. The a− variable variant is very much like a calm cautious driver that prefers

to brake for long periods of time. On the other hand the a− fixed variant is more

aching to an aggressive impatient driver that leaves the braking for the last possible

instant. Comparison between these models will shed light on the question of how

much driver behavior affects the chaotic nature of the system. The maps are built

explicitly in Appendix B.

A condition on the traffic lights frequency, common to both variants, for the light

not to change more than once while the bus is in regions 7 and 8 of Fig 4.1 is

ω
2π

≤ min(a+, a−)
vc

. (4.2)

The condition for the bus to be able to stop (at the stopping site) without interfering

with the traffic lights is
vc2

2a−
< l̄ < L− vc2

2a−
. (4.3)

We are allowing for the bus to not be at cruising speed when it reaches the stopping

distance. We decided to relax this condition based on the observation that there are

plenty of bus stops that are near (just before or just after) traffic lights. We do

not relax the condition for l̄ from Eq. (4.3) in order to keep the simplicity of the

model. If the bus reaches both stop points with cruising speed then both variants are

equivalent.

The following condition on l̄ is sufficient for all regions (1 through 8 in Fig. 4.1)

to exist:
vc2

2a−

(

1
a−

+
1
a+

)

< l̄ < L− vc2

2a−

(

1
a−

+
1
a+

)

, (4.4)

if this condition holds then both variants of the model are equivalent.

Regardless of the model under consideration note that when in region 7 the light
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may change from red to green, since the light behavior is governed by sin(ωt+φn) > 0

green light, red otherwise; then it is possible that the bus may find the light to change

at a certain time, call this time tg. To describe the behavior of the bus in regions 7

and 8 it is necessary to find tg and compare it to the time it would take the bus to

come to a complete stop, call this time ts,

ts = ts2 +
vc2

a−vs2
,

where vs2 ≤ vc is the speed at which the bus reaches xs2. This position depends on

the particular variant under study. The next time the light goes to green (tg > ts2) is

ωtg + φn = (s+ 1)2π,

with s an integer such that 2πs < ωts2 + φn < 2π(s+ 1); so s =
[ωts2+φn

2π

]

, where [x]

is the integer part of x. Then

tg =
2π
ω

([

ωts2 + φn

2π

]

+ 1
)

− φn

ω
. (4.5)

Compare if tg ≤ ts, if this is the case the bus starts accelerating at tg before coming

to a complete stop. Otherwise the bus stops at the light and waits for it to go green

before accelerating again.

Now let us describe the behavior of both models. The detailed description for for

each region marked in Fig. 4.1 is carried out in Appendix B; such description leads

naturally to the construction of the 2D maps for the variants.

4.2.1 Model with xs1 and xs2 fixed (a− variable)

This model will force the bus to start braking (because of the stopping point or the

traffic light) at a fixed distance from either the stop point or the traffic light. A bus in

this sequence of traffic lights can have (a) an acceleration a+ until its velocity reaches

the cruising speed vc, (b) a constant speed vc with zero acceleration, or (c) a negative
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acceleration a′− with 0 < a′− ≤ a− until it stops; hence,

dv
dt

=

{

a+θ(vc − v), accelerate

−a′−θ(v), brake
; (4.6)

where θ is the Heaviside step function. The negative (braking) acceleration a′− is

determined from the condition that xs1 and xs2 are fixed:

xs1 = xn + l̄ − vc2

2a−
, (4.7)

xs2 = xn+1 −
vc2

2a−
(4.8)

with xn+1 − xn = Ln = L.

The bus must make a stop to pick and leave passengers between lights, the stop

is located a distance l̄ from the light behind (at position xn), the stop takes a time

Γ̄. After this idle time the bus accelerates towards the next light (at position xn+1).

As the bus approaches the (n+1)nt traffic light with velocity v the driver must make

a decision – to step on the brakes or not at the fixed position given by Eq. (4.8).

According to Fig. 4.1, we have that the bus brakes in region 3 and possibly 7 and

that regions 2 and 6 may not necessarily exist (they do not if the velocity is less than

the cruising speed when the vehicle reaches the stop point in Eq. (4.7) and (4.8)).

If the bus hasn’t achieved vc by the time it gets to xs1 or xs2 we let it start braking

with acceleration a′− such that its speed is 0 at xs or xn+1; a′− is given by

a′− = a−
v2s
vc2

, (4.9)

where vs is the speed at xs1 or xs2.

The construction for the 2D map of the a− variable model can be found in Ap-

pendix B.1.
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4.2.2 Model with a− fixed

A bus in this sequence of traffic lights can have (a) an acceleration a+ until its velocity

reaches the cruising speed vc, (b) a constant speed vc with zero acceleration, or (c) a

negative, fixed, acceleration −a− until it stops; hence,

dv
dt

=

{

a+θ(vc − v), accelerate

−a−θ(v), brake
; (4.10)

where θ is the Heaviside step function.

The bus must make a stop to pick and leave passengers between lights, the stop

is located a distance l̄ from the light behind the vehicle, it stops for a time Γ̄. After

this stop the mobile accelerates towards the next light.

As the bus approaches the nth traffic light with velocity v the driver must make a

decision – to step on the brakes or not at the minimal distance for braking such that

the bus reaches the light with 0 velocity.

According to Fig. 4.1, we have that the bus stops in region 3 and possibly 7 and

that regions 2 and 6 may not necessarily exist. Let us fix both xn + L − xs2 and

xs−xs1 at the minimum stopping distance supposing the bus is moving at vc (regions

2 and 6 exist). This gives (note that xs = xn + l̄):

xs − xs1 = xn + L− xs2 =
vc2

2a−
.

If the bus has not achieved vc by the time it gets to xs1 or xs2 then we let it keep

accelerating until it gets to a position were it can brake with acceleration −a− such

that its speed is 0 at xs or xn+1. If this is the case we have

xs − xs1 =
2a+l̄ + vn2

2(a+ + a−)
,

xn + L− xs2 =
a+(L− l̄)
a+ + a−

.

The construction for the 2D map of the a− fixed model can be found in Appendix

B.2.
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4.2.3 Normalization

As with the Car model it is desirable to have a normalization scheme. On a first

approach one would like to normalize so that, as in the case of the car, the minimum

time between two consecutive lights is δτn = τn−1 − τn = 1. However this approach

presents problems, mainly that the normalization constant would depend on a+, a−
and Γ̄.

To avoid this complication, and in order to be able to compare models, we will

use the same scheme as the one used for the car, namely use u = v/vc, y = x/L, and

τ = t/Tc. With Tc the minimum time between light n and n + 1 without stopping,

this is:

Tc =
L
vc
. (4.11)

So we can write the model’s dynamic equations as

du
dτ

=

{

A+θ(u− 1), accelerate

−A−θ(u), brake
; (4.12)

with the dimensionless accelerations

A± ≡ a±
L
v2c

;

and the following normalized variables:

l =
l̄
L

0 < l ≤ 1

Γ =
Γ̄
Tc

Γ ≥ 0,

Ω = ωTc Ω > 0.

If Tc in Eq. (4.11) is the normalization constant, then the minimum time the bus

will stay between two lights will be:

τmin = 1 + Γ +
1
2

(

1
A+

+
1
A−

)

.
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Furthermore, the conditions for the model to be valid, Eqs. (4.2)-(4.3), become

0 <
Ω
2π

≤ min(A+, A−), (4.13)

and
1

2A−
< l < 1− 1

2A−
. (4.14)

Now the condition for all regions to exist, Eq.(4.4), is:

1
2

(

1
A−

+
1
A+

)

< l < 1− 1
2

(

1
A−

+
1
A+

)

. (4.15)

This normalization scheme can be used to answer questions regarding synchro-

nization states and compare with the car model, from the previous chapter, since

both models are normalized using the same constants.

4.3 Numeric simulations

In this section we will present some numeric experiments. First we will carry out a

small discussion on the resonant values that can be found for the light’s frequency;

this is interesting from the city traffic perspective. Following we will explore the effect

that the stop point l has on the behavior of the model, a few Lyapunov exponents

will be calculated. This bifurcation diagrams presented here are built using the same

procedure as the one explained in Sec. 3.3.

We will start this section doing a brief discussion on resonant frequencies. In the

next section we will give a procedure to find one of these, we call it Ω1 (see Eq. (4.21)).

But there are more of these resonant values as can be seen in Fig. 4.2, Fig. 4.4(g),

and Fig. 4.5(g). There is also a small resonant interval, the values for the resonant

Ωs and the width of the intervals are summarized in table 4.1. These intervals are

interesting given that they would give the ideal frequencies for the lights if one would

want to optimize the bus’ traveling time.

In Fig. 4.2 we show two bifurcation diagrams, the one on the left plots the traveling

time between lights, ∆τ = τn+1− τn, and the one on the right the speed at the traffic
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Figure 4.2: Bifurcation diagrams for the bus model with Ω ∈ [π/4, 4π] as bifurcation
parameter. (a) For time between traffic lights. (b) For speed at each light. Both
diagrams use A+ = 2, A− = 6, Γ = 1, and l = 1/2. The minimum traveling time
between lights is τmin = 7/3 = 2.3̄.

lights, u. Both have Ω as bifurcation parameter and the same parameter values where

used for each diagram: A+ = 2, A− = 6, Γ = 1, and l = 1/2.

As can be seen from Fig. 4.2(a) making Ω smaller (a bigger traffic light period)

implies longer traveling time between lights, this is due to the longer waiting times

that the bus must spend at the traffic light if it is caught by a red light. So it would

appear that having large values of Ω would be a good idea, but as can also be seen

in both figures as Ω grows the width of the regions that show chaotic behavior also

grows.

Fig. 4.2(b) confirms the statement about the size of the chaotic regions, four of

these regions can be observed in the plot: the first to the left of Ω/2π = 1/2, a second

and third to the left and right of Ω/2π = 1 respectively and a fourth one to the right

of Ω/2π = 3/2. It is clear from the figure that as Ω grows the chaos regions become

wider.

Now let us describe the effects that l has on the behavior of the bus. Fig. 4.3

shows four bifurcation diagrams with l as bifurcation parameter and the corresponding

Lyapunov exponents for two of the diagrams. The left column shows the case for the

variant with a− variable and the one on the right for an fixed. The top row shows a

situation where there is no chaotic behavior when both models are equivalent (when
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the condition in Eq. 4.15 holds); parameter values used for this two figures are:

A+ = 2, A− = 6, Γ = 1, and Ω = 5.097 The middle row shows a case in which there

is chaos when both models are equivalent; parameter values used for this two figures

are the same as for the top graphics except for Ω = 5.077. On all figures the limit

values of l for which condition (4.15) holds are marked as

ld =
1
2
(1/A− + 1/A+) ,

by dashed lines.

From the figures it is clear that there are different behaviors. The first model (a−
variable, in the left column) shows chaos when the stop point is close to the previous

light (l < ld) and is more predictable when the stop point is close to the next light

(l > lu). The opposite happens to the a− fixed model. This suggest that having stop

points for buses near (either before or after a traffic light) is a source of chaos within

this kind of systems.

Also note that even if there is no chaotic behavior for the region where Eq. (4.15)

is valid outside of this region there is the possibility of chaotic behavior. This can be

seen on the top row of Fig. 4.3 where the region between ld and lu shows no chaos.

Fig. 4.4(a)-(h) shows various bifurcation diagrams for all parameters of the model

(except l) for the a− variable model. The left column shows the case for l = 1/2A− <

ld and the right one for l = 1 − 1/2A− > lu. Chaos is present (for the given set of

values) in the case l < ld; this means that the stop point is after the light and that

the bus must start braking just after crossing it, potentially spending lots of time

between the light and the stop point (this is the case if the speed at the light is less

than the cruising speed). On the other hand, when the stop point is close to the next

light (l > lu) the bus starts interacting with it soon after leaving the stop point, in

other words the mobile is able to synchronize itself with the traffic light; if the light

is red it can brake slowly until it has a green light and can start accelerating again.

This behavior is the reason why there is no chaos present when the stop point is close

to the light.
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Fig. 4.4(a) and (b) have the positive acceleration as bifurcation parameter, the

plot on the right shows plenty of non trivial and chaotic behavior, remember that

for this figure the stop point is after the light and close to it, so the bus has to start

braking soon after crossing it. The region of order to the left of A+ = 2, and between

A+ = 2 and A+ = 3, on the left figure are examples of the high sensitivity of the

model to the parameter values. The regions of chaos in this figures happen because

the bus interact with the traffic light in a way similar to that of the dot-dashed line

in Fig. 3.1, while the regions of order between the chaos region are caused by the bus

having to stop completely at the light. Given the nature of the model, if the vehicle

has to stop at the light, once it goes green the bus will only gain a very small amount

of speed in order to satisfy Eq. (4.9).

Fig. 4.4(c) and (d) have the positive acceleration as bifurcation parameter. The

region of order to the right of A− = 4 is caused by the same reasons that the regions

of order of the bifurcation diagram for A+. The region of order to the left of A− = 6

is like the windows of ordered observed in the bifurcation diagram for the logistic

map.

Fig. 4.4(e) and (f) have Γ as bifurcation parameter. The abrupt collapse of the

chaotic region near Γ & 1 has the same explanation that the regions of order of the

bifurcation diagram for A+.

Finally Fig. 4.4(g) and (h) have Ω as bifurcation parameter, on this diagram we

can appreciate the wide range of values for which the system shows chaotic behavior;

this figure is similar to Fig. 4.2(b).

Fig. 4.5(a)-(h) shows various bifurcation diagrams for all variables of the model

(except l) for the a− fixed model. The left column shows the case for l = 1/2A− < ld
and the right one for l = 1− 1/2A− > lu. The opposite for the previous picture can

be observed; chaos for l > lu and order for l < ld.

When the stop point is after the light (l < ld) the bus keeps accelerating or moving

at speed uc = 1 until the last possible instant, therefore the time it employs in braking

is minimum. However if the case is that the stop point is before the next light we have

that the bus will always accelerate until it reaches the decision point (determined by

its negative acceleration), then it is possible for it to enter a stop-go dynamic while
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interacting with the light. The bifurcation diagrams on the right column of Fig. 4.5

are different from the ones from the left column of Fig. 4.4; this is evidence that

different dynamical processes are taking place.

From the discussion in the previous two paragraphs something can be said about

a simple strategy for a driver that wants to avoid falling into strange attractors:

interact with the light according to the position of the stop point. If the stop point

is before the light brake slowly and use the braking time to wait for the light to go

green; if the stop point is after the light always brake hard.

Summarizing, in this section we have described numerical experiments in order to

explore two characteristic of the bus model. The first issue we looked into was that of

the resonant values for the light’s frequency. We will obtained a symbolic expression

for one such resonant value in the next section but there are more. The bifurcation

diagram for the traveling time between lights indicate that for small values of Ω the

waiting times grow, this is to be expected since a smaller frequency is a longer period

for the light and the time it takes to change colors is, in consequence, longer. When

looking at the region of large Ω it can be seen that the regions where chaos is present

get wider.

The second set of experiments was carried out in order to understand the effect

that the stop point has on the dynamics of the system. Looking at several bifurcation

diagrams with l as bifurcation parameter lead to the conclusion that something can

be said about a simple strategy for a driver that wants to avoid falling into strange

attractors: interact with the light according to the position of the stop point. If the

stop point is before the light brake slowly and use the braking time to wait for the

light to go green; if the stop point is after the light always brake hard.
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Figure 4.3: (a)-(d)Bifurcation diagrams with l as bifurcation parameter. (e)-(f) Lya-
punov exponent value for bifurcation diagram on top. Left column shows the a−
variable model, right column the a− fixed variant. All diagrams use A+ = 2, A− = 6,
Γ = 1. Ω = 5.097 is used for (a)-(b). Ω = 5.077 is used for (c)-(f). Dashed lines mark
the conditions given by Eq. (4.15).
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Figure 4.4: Bifurcation diagrams for the a− variable model; the left columns shows
the case l < ld, the right one l > lu. All diagrams use A+ = 2, A− = 6, Γ = 1, and
Ω = 5.097 as fixed values.
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Figure 4.5: Bifurcation diagrams for the a− fixed model; the left columns shows the
case l < ld, the right one l > lu. All diagrams use A+ = 2, A− = 6, Γ = 1, and
Ω = 5.097 as fixed values.
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4.4 Symbolic results

As with the car model it is possible to find some interesting symbolic relations. For

certain conditions and parameter values interesting values of the bifurcation param-

eter can be derived analytically. For example, one may ask the values of Ω for which

the bus will always stop, or one can find the value for which the first bifurcation

appears. Another interesting question is if one may find expressions for the different

period-n orbits observed in the bifurcation diagrams. In this section we find expres-

sions for fixed points and orbits of period 2, along with some interesting values of the

bifurcation parameters.

If values of A+, A− and l are used such that both models are equivalent then

analytic expressions for the orbits and the chaos bounding parameter values can be

found. The condition for both variations to be equivalent is the one given by Eq.

(4.15).

We will change slightly the definition for the chaos region from the one given for

the car model. For the bus model the chaos region is the one between the point where

the period-2 lower branch in the bifurcation diagrams intersects the un = 0 line and

the point where the first bifurcation occurs (the point at which there is a transition

from a period-1 to a period-2 orbit). Call these points ΩL and ΩU respectively.

Something similar happens for the other parameters, and therefore it is possible

to define values like A+U and A+L that bound the region where chaos is likely to

appear for that particular bifurcation parameter.

To find these values use the equations that define the bus’ dynamics i.e. Eq.

(4.12). Suppose that condition (4.15) holds, and use Fig. 4.1 to write the desired

systems of equations. First notice that only regions 7 and 8 are relevant to find un+1

in terms of ui,n:

un+1 =

√

1 +
A+

A−
ui,n.

Also notice that the time it takes for the light to complete one cycle (go from green

to red and green again) is:

T = tg,n+1 − tg,n.
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This time T can be related to the light’s frequency as T = 2π/Ω.

According to Fig. 4.1 and Eq. (4.12) we have the following systems of equations:

xc1,n − xn = vn(tc1,n − tn) +
1
2
a+(tc1,n − tn)2,

xc1,n+1 − xn+1 = vn+1(tc1,n+1 − tn+1) +
1
2
a+(tc1,n+1 − tn+1)2,

xs1,n − xc1,n = l − vc2

2a−
− (xc1,n − xn),

xs1,n+1 − xc1,n+1 = l − vc2

2a−
− (xc1,n+1 − xn+1),

xs,n − xs1,n = xs,n+1 − xs1,n+1 =
vc2

2a−
,

xc2,n − xs,n = xc2,n+1 − xs,n+1 =
vc2

2a+
,

xs2,n − xc2,n = xs2,n+1 − xc2,n+1 = L− l − vc2

2a+
− vc2

2a−
,

xg,n − xs2,n = vc(tg,n − ts2,n)−
1
2
a−(tg,n − ts2,n)2,

xg,n+1 − xs2,n+1 = vc(tg,n+1 − ts2,n+1)−
1
2
a−(tg,n+1 − ts2,n+1)2,

xn+1 − xg,n = vi,n(tn+1 − tg,n) +
1
2
a+(tn+1 − tg,n)2,

xn+2 − xg,n+1 = vi,n+1(tn+2 − tg,n+1) +
1
2
a+(tn+2 − tg,n+1)2.

This set of 11 equations gives the relations that connect the different numbered regions

in Fig. 4.1.

Another set of equations needed is the one that relates the time intervals in each
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region:

tc1,n − tn =
vc − vn
a+

,

tc1,n+1 − tn+1 =
vc − vn+1

a+
,

ts1,n − tc1,n =
1
vc

(xs1,n − xc1,n) ,

ts1,n+1 − tc1,n+1 =
1
vc

(xs1,n+1 − xc1,n+1) ,

tsi,n − ts1,n = tsi,n+1 − ts1,n+1 =
vc
a−

,

tso,n − tsi,n = tso,n+1 − tsi,n+1 = Γ,

tc2,n − tso,n = tc2,n+1 − tso,n+1 =
vc
a+

,

ts2,n − tc2,n = ts2,n+1 − tc2,n+1 =
1
vc

(xs2,n − xc2,n) ,

tg,n − ts2,n =
vc − vi,n

a−
,

tg,n+1 − ts2,n+1 =
vc − vi,n+1

a−
,

tn+1 − tg,n =
vn+1 − vi,n

a+
,

tn+2 − tg,n+1 =
vn+2 − vi,n+1

a+
.

With the last 23 equations it is a matter of algebraic manipulation to find the

desired values or relations.

Let us find the relations that determine the period one orbit (fixed points), to do
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this set un = un+1 and solve for un

un =

√

A− + A+

A−
−
√

A− (2A+ϕ− Ω)− A+Ω
A−Ω

, (4.16)

with

ϕ = 2π − Ω− ΓΩ. (4.17)

Since 0 ≤ un ≤ 1 the following restrictions must hold for a period 1 orbit to exist:

2πA−A+

Ã+ A− + A+
≤ Ω ≤ 4πA−A+

2Ã+ A− + A+
,

with Ã = A+A−(Γ + 1).

From Eq. (4.16) we can obtain values for the variables (A+, A−, Γ, and Ω) that

give a value of un = 1, these are values for which the bus always passes the light with

speed 1; we call these the resonant conditions or values, and identify them with a

subscript 1 (as in Ω1). These expressions are

A+1 =
A−Ω

(

3A−ϕ− 2Ω−
√

4A2
−ϕ2 − 2A−ϕΩ− Ω2

)

2 (Ω− A−ϕ)
2 , (4.18)

A−1 =
2A+Ω

(

2A+ϕ−
√

Ω (4A+ϕ− Ω)− 2Ω
)

(√
5Ω− 2A+ϕ

)

2 + 4
(√

5− 3
)

A+ϕΩ
, (4.19)

Γ1 =
2
√

A− (A− + A+)− 3A−

2A−A+
− 1

A−
+

2π
Ω

− 1, (4.20)

Ω1 =
4πA−A+

A− (2A+(Γ + 1) + 3) + 2A+ − 2
√

A− (A− + A+)
, (4.21)

with ϕ given by Eq. (4.17). The conditions, for the resonant quantities to exist are:

• For A+1: A− > (1+
√
5)Ω

4ϕ for the root to be real and the numerator to be positive.

• A−1: A− > 1
4

(√
5
√

1
ϕ2 + 1

ϕ

)

Ω for the root to be real and the numerator to be

positive.
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• Γ1: Ω
2π > 2A−A+

2A+A−+3A−+2A+−2
√

A−(A−+A+)
.

• Ω1: Γ > 2
√

A−(A−+A+)−2A+A−−3A−−2A+

2A−A+
.

Resonant frequencies, or other values, different from Ω1 in Eq. (4.21) can be found

using the same procedure outlined previously but changing the number of periods

allowed within consecutive decision points.

Now let us find the conditions for which the bus always has to stop in the following

light. Setting un = 0 in Eq. (4.16) gives us a value for which the bus stops at all

lights. We call these the stop values and identify them with a 0 subscript. They are

A+0 =
A−Ω

A−ϕ− Ω
, (4.22)

A−0 =
A+Ω

A+ϕ− Ω
, (4.23)

Γ0 =
2π − Ω

Ω
− 1

A−
− 1

A+
, (4.24)

Ω0 =
2πA−A+

A+A−Γ + A+A− + A− + A+
. (4.25)

The conditions, for these quantities to exist are:

• For A+0: A− > Ω
ϕ and ϕ > 0 for the denominator to be positive.

• For A−0: A+ > Ω
ϕ and ϕ > 0 for the denominator to be positive.

• Γ0: 0 < Ω < 2πA−A+

A+A−+A−+A+
.

To find the expression that determine the period two orbit set un = un+2 and

un+1 = un+3 and solve for un using 2T = tg,n+2− tg,n. Four solutions for un are found,

one of them is the same Eq. (4.16), another gives values of un > 1 (and therefore it

is of no interest) and the remaining two describe the upper and lower branches of the

period 2 solution in the bifurcation diagrams. These solutions are

u(up)
n =

A− − A+ +Υ
√

A−(A− + A+)
, (4.26)

u(down)
n =

A− − A+ −Υ
√

A−(A− + A+)
, (4.27)
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were the superscript indicates the branch, and

Υ =

√

A2
− (− (Ω− 2A+ϕ)) + 2A+A− (A+ϕ− Ω)− 5A2

+Ω
Ω

.

The point for which Eq. (4.26) and (4.27) are equal is the point where the first

period doubling happens in the bifurcation diagrams. Call these the upper values

and identify them with and U subscript (as in ΩU and so forth). These are given by

A+U =

√

A2
−ϕ2 − 4Ω2 − A−ϕ+ Ω

2A−ϕ− 5Ω
, (4.28)

A−U =
A+

(

−
√

(Ω− A+ϕ) 2 − 5Ω (Ω− 2A+ϕ)− A+ϕ+ Ω
)

2A+ϕ− Ω
, (4.29)

ΓU =
A2

− (4πA+ − 2A+Ω− Ω)− 5A2
+Ω

2A−A+ (A− + A+) Ω
+ (4.30)

2πA+ − A+Ω− Ω
Ω(A+ + A)

,

ΩU =
4πA−A+ (A− + A+)

A2
− (2A+(Γ + 1) + 1) + 2A+A− (A+Γ + A+ + 1) + 5A2

+
. (4.31)

The restrictions, for these quantities to exist are:

• For A+U : Γ < 2π−Ω
Ω and 2Ω

ϕ ≤ A− < 5
2
Ω
ϕ or A− > 5

2
Ω
ϕ for the root to be real and

A+U positive.

• For A−U : A+ ≥ 2Ω
(√

5
ϕ2 − 2

ϕ

)

for the root to be real, and A+ > Ω
2ϕ for A−U

to be positive.

The conditions that give u(down)
n = 0 in Eq. (4.27) are also interesting. They seem

to be a good bound for the chaotic region. We will denote these values with subscript
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L, and call them the lower values. They are:

A+L =
A−

(

√

A2
−ϕ2 + 4A−ϕΩ− 12Ω2 − A−ϕ

)

2A−ϕ− 6Ω
, (4.32)

A−L =
A+

(

A+ϕ−
√

A2
+ϕ2 + 12A+ϕΩ− 12Ω2

)

2 (Ω− A+ϕ)
, (4.33)

ΓL =
A2

− (−A+Ω + 2πA+ − Ω) + A2
+A−(2π − Ω)− 3A2

+Ω
A−A+ (A− + A+) Ω

, (4.34)

ΩL =
2πA−A+ (A− + A+)

A2
− (A+Γ + A+ + 1) + A2

+A−(Γ + 1) + 3A2
+
. (4.35)

Note that all previous expressions for resonant, stop, upper and lower values are

independent of l; this is expected since we are forcing the system to reach uc = 1

before interaction with the light is possible.

We have adopted the following conventions: a subscript 1, as in Ω1, indicates the

value of the parameter for which the bus will cross all lights with speed u = 1, we

also call these resonant values. A subscript 0 indicates the value for which, in every

light, the bus has to stop we call these the stop values. A subscript U (upper) marks

the point where the first period doubling takes place in the bifurcation diagram for a

given parameter. Finally a subscript L (lower) indicates the point at which the lower

branch of the period 2 orbit become equal to zero.

Chaos regions exist between the resonant and stop values for a given set of param-

eters; so it is interesting to see how their differences behave. Looking at bifurcation

diagrams it is easy to see that for chaos to be present we need:

• A+1 < A+U < A+L < A+0;

• A−1 < A−U < A−L;

• Γ0 < ΓL < ΓU < Γ1; and

• Ω0 < ΩL < ΩU < Ω1.

In order to visualize these conditions see Fig. 4.7 and their respective equations. An
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interesting condition is found in

∆Γ = ΓU − Γ0

= 1
2

(

1
A+

+ 4
A−+A+

− 3
A−

)

,
(4.36)

which is independent of Ω and is only positive if

A− > A+. (4.37)

The condition is confirmed by looking at any difference between values of Ω (for

example ΩU − Ω0) and is the same relation that was found necessary for chaos in

the car model (see Eq. (3.10)). This is better illustrated on Fig. 4.6 where we have

plotted both ΓU − Γ0 (solid line), and ΩU − Ω0 (dashed line) as functions of A+ for

A− = 6 and Γ = 1 (for ΩU − Ω0); in this plot chaos is possible for the range of A+

that give positive values, i.e. A+ < A−.

Regarding the effect of Γ on the chaos region note that ΩU −Ω0 → 0 as Γ grows,

making the chaos region smaller.

1 3 5 A- 7 9

0

0.5

A+

D
G
,D
W

Figure 4.6: Conditions for chaos. Solid line is ΓU − Γ0, dashed ΩU − Ω0, chaos is
possible when A+ < A−.

Fig. 4.7 shows bifurcation diagrams for the speed with A+, A−, Γ, and Ω as

bifurcation parameters. The fixed points and period two orbits for values of A+ = 2,

A− = 6, Γ = 1, l = 1/2, and Ω = 2.53 are superimposed. Open circles in the diagram

indicate the region for which the solutions to the orbits are stable and dashed lines
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the unstable regions. Upper and lower values that bound the chaos region are marked

on each plot, as well as the resonant and stop values; there is no stop value for A−.

Note that when A− � A+ the behavior becomes completely predictable (see Fig.

4.7(b)) as well as in the case A+ → A− (Fig. 4.7(a)). Regarding the effect of the

stop time in the model it is clear from the comment in the previous paragraph and

Fig. 4.7(c) that the model synchronizes itself if Γ � 1 in the sense that its behavior

becomes predictable.

1 1.26 2.091.49 3.15
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1
2

1

A+LA+UA+1 A+0

A+

u

(a) A+

2.45 7.054.69

0

1
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A-LA-UA-1

A-

u

(b) A−
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0
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(c) Γ

0.4 0.41 0.420.37
0
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1
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W�2Π

u

(d) Ω

Figure 4.7: Bifurcation diagrams observing the condition from Eq. (4.15) with A+,
A−, Γ and Ω as bifurcation parameter. Fixed points and period 2 orbits are super-
imposed: open circles mark the stable solutions and dashed lines the unstable ones.
We use A+ = 2, A− = 6, Γ = 1, l = 1/2 and Ω = 2.53.

In this section we found symbolic expressions for fixed points and period 2 orbits
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for the bifurcation diagrams that comply with the condition on l from Eq. (4.15).

Resonant and stop expressions where found as well as chaos bounding expressions.

Conditions for chaos to be present where also mentioned. Future work should explore

if it is possible to find interesting expressions when condition (4.15) does not hold,

or in other words when the stop point is close to, either before or after, the traffic

light. As we will show in the beginning of the next section there are chaotic regions

outside the bounds found in this section; further work should explore those regions

and find expressions for the period 1 and period 2 orbits. Additionally, the value ϕ in

Eq. (4.17) that appears in so many of the results in this section should be discussed

further, since it involves all the time related parameters of the model it may be an

important quantity.

4.5 Chaos in parameter space, model comparison.

In the previous section we described the behavior of the models presented in Sec.

4.2.1 and 4.2.2 keeping l within the bounds in Eq. (4.15). It was shown that for

these values of the stop point (both variants of the model being equivalent) the chaos

bounding values {(ΩL,ΩU), (A+L , A+U ), (A−L , A−U ), (ΓL,ΓU)} are independent of l,

as well as the expressions that describe the period 1 and 2 orbits in the bifurcation

diagrams.

In order to show this behavior more clearly we use the Lyapunov plots described in

Sec. 2.3. In these plots we sweep two parameters of the model (leaving the reminding

ones fixed) and place a color pixel if the corresponding Lyapunov exponent (λ) is

positive (λ > 0.1). The arguments to choose the threshold for λ are the same that

the ones used for the car model: 0.1 is about the error when calculating the Lyapunov

exponent.

Fig. 4.8 shows four explorations of the parameter space following this idea; all

figures have l as one of their parameters (in the vertical axis) and sweep the whole

range of possible values, this is 1
2A−

< l < 1 − 1
2A−

. Both models (a− fixed and a−
variable) where used to calculate the Lyapunov exponents on the picture, light blue

(lighter in black and white) points represent the combination of parameters for which
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the a− fixed model presents chaos and purple (darker in black and white) ones are

used for the other model; orange points are used when both models have positive

Lyapunov exponents. Fixed values of A+ = 2, A− = 6, Γ = 1, and Ω = 5.097 where

used for all figures. In the four figures the black lines mark the condition from Eq.

(4.15).

In all Lyapunov plots in Fig. 4.8 a constant can be observed: outside the region

defined by Eq. (4.15) the combination of parameters that gives chaotic behavior is

substantially wider than when it is held. In other words when the stop point l is

sufficiently far from the traffic lights chaos regions are smaller.

Fig. 4.8(a) shows the A+ – l space. The a− variable model (purple) shows a big

region of chaos for 1.25 . A+ . 2.1 when the stop point is close to the previous light

and it gets bigger as it gets nearer to the light; there are some regions of order that

run almost horizontally. The a− fixed model (light blue) also shows a big region of

chaos for 1.5 . A+ . 2.1 when the stop point is near the next light, it also gets bigger

when the stop point is closer to the light; the regions of order within the chaos region

run diagonally and they are smaller than for the other variant.

Fig. 4.8(b)shows the A− – l space. This figure is particularly interesting since it

shows particular behavior, there are several differences from the other figures. The

chaos region for which both models present chaotic behavior (orange dots) is very

wide, notice that the scale of this plot is wider than that for A+ or Γ. There is a

bigger chaos region for which both models show chaos when l < ld. The a− fixed

model (light blue) shows almost no growth of its chaos region when l > lu, actually it

seems to get smaller as l gets closer to the next traffic light; there are regions of order

within the chaos region that run diagonally. The a− variable model (purple) does

gets a wider chaotic region for l < ld and it grows when l gets closer to the previous

light; unlike the other plots in the figure there is a region of chaos for this variant of

the model when l > lu. This region of chaos for the a− variable variant for large l is

due to a period doubling process like the one that can be observed in Fig. 4.3(a) and

(c); looking at the right part of these figures a period doubling from a fixed point to

a period-2 orbit can be observed, this period doubling continues for some parameters

and is responsible for the purple dots for large l.
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Fig. 4.8(c) shows the Γ – l space. This figure shows the same behavior as Fig.

4.8(a) and (d); the chaos regions get bigger when the stop point is close to the traffic

light, there is a small region where both model variants show chaos for l < ld and

there is no chaos for the a− fixed variable model (purple) for l > lu.

Fig. 4.8(d) shows the Ω – l space. As was stated in the beginning of the section

(see discussion about Fig. 4.2) one effect of increasing Ω is to make chaos regions

bigger. Fig. 4.8(d) shows a wide range of Ω values and its resolution (600x600 points)

is not enough to show the chaotic regions around l = 1/2 for Ω ∼ Ω1 and the next

Ω resonant value. This picture confirms that the a− variable model shows bigger

chaos regions for l < ld and the other variant when l > lu. Finally it can also be

appreciated, as with the other plots in the figure, that both models present a small

chaos region for l < ld.

Summarizing Lyapunov plots where used to understand more completely the effect

of the position of the stop point. Outside the region where both model variants are

equivalent the combination of parameters that gives chaotic behavior is substantially

bigger than when inside of it. In other words when the stop point l is sufficiently far

from the traffic lights chaos regions are smaller. There is chaos for both models when

the stop point is close to the previous light and there is a range of values of A− for

which the a− variable model shows chaotic behavior when the stop point is close to

the next light.

The conclusion obtained in Sec. 4.3 about how making Ω bigger made the chaos

regions bigger was confirmed.

Now let us move on to the effect that a green wave control scheme would have on

the bus dynamics.
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Figure 4.8: Lyapunov plots for l Vs. (a) A+, (b) A−, (c) Γ, and (d) Ω. Color points
indicate a positive Lyapunov exponent for the given combination of parameters: light
blue for the a− fixed model, purple for the a− variable, and orange for both. Fixed
values for remaining parameters are: A+ = 2, A− = 6, Γ = 1, and Ω = 5.097. Black
lines give the boundaries from Eq. (4.15).
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4.6 Green wave effect

In this section we aim to achieve two objectives: first to understand the effect that

implementing a green wave for the car would have on the resonant behavior of the

bus models. Second to see the effect that such strategy would have on the traveling

times of the bus models. Since both buses and cars tend to share the same roads,

and are affected by the same traffic lights, it is of interest to study the effects that

a green wave control scheme designed for one the systems would have on the other

one. Green waves are easier to implement for cars, mainly due to the fact that cars

are expected to maintain a constant speed for longer periods of time.

The implementation of the car’s green wave for the bus models is simple, write

the phase, φn in Eq. (4.1), that controls the light’s color as

φn = −xn/uwave = − Ω
uwave

(

yn −
1

2A−,c

)

, (4.38)

where xn is the position at which we want the light to turn green, uwave the wave’s

speed and A−,c the car’s braking acceleration. Being consistent with Sec. 3.6 we are

taking the position xn to be the decision point for the car.

First let us look at how the green wave strategy for the car affects the nontrivial

and chaotic behavior of the bus models.
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Figure 4.9: Bifurcation diagrams for the bus models (a) speed and (b) time travel
between lights with bifurcation parameter α = 1/uwave. A+ = 2, A− = 6, Γ = 1,
l = 1/2, and Ω = Ω1 from Eq. (4.21) where used.
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In Fig. 4.9 we show the speed and time between traffic lights bifurcation diagrams

in the case where both bus variants are equivalent, α = 1/uwave is used as bifurcation

parameter. The diagrams are built with the following values: A+ = 2, A− = 6, Γ = 1,

l = 1/2, and Ω = Ω1 from Eq. (4.21). We show values of α near the first resonance

that occurs in the system, this is close to α = 2.3, which means that the green wave

has to travel a lot slower than the vehicle’s cruising speeds in order for the resonance

to happen. Both figures are very similar to Fig. 3.11 except for the values of α and

the vertical scale for the traveling times between lights. The bifurcation diagrams for

the bus using the same values of α as those of Fig. 3.11 only show u = 0 for all values

of α and the traveling times behave as a straight line with positive slope with values

of traveling time around 3.4.

Now we fix the green wave speed at the cruising speed (uwave = 1) and explore

how the resonant windows for both the Car and Bus model change. By resonant

window we understand the interval of values of Ω for which the cruising speed at all

lights is u = 1. One such resonant window starts at the values Ω1 given in Eq. (4.21),

but there are many more. See Fig. 4.2 and the discussion that accompanies it. To

find the extremes of the resonant values for Ω numerical experiments can be carried

out. Fixing the remaining parameters and examining the bifurcation diagrams like

those of Fig. 4.2 leads to the resonant windows in Table 4.1. Values used for the

construction of Table 4.1 are A− = 6 (both for the bus and car), A+ = 2 and Γ = 1.

The green wave speed is set at uwave = 1. The resonant intervals are given in the

form Ω± δ, so that the resonant interval is (Ω− δ,Ω + δ).

Table 4.1 is organized as follows: The first column identifies the model (either

Car, Bus, or one of the bus’ variants). The second column indicates the value of l

(the stop point) for the bus models; there is no l in the Car model. The third column

lists the resonant frequencies and the width of the corresponding intervals when the

traffic light control scheme is to have all lights synchronized (φn = 0), in this way

the first resonant window for the car model would be Ω ∈ (6.2458, 6.2842). The last

column presents the same information as the third one but when the traffic light

control scheme is a green wave for the car (φn given by Eq. (4.38)).

Comparing the last two columns of Table 4.1 gives an idea of the effects that
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Model l Resonant window Resonant window
φn = 0 car green wave

Car — 6.2650± 0.0192 All
12.529± 0.0374

Bus 1/2 2.6898± 0.0039 4.7024± 0.0110
5.3791± 0.0073 9.4041± 0.0214
8.0684± 0.0107
10.7577± 0.014

a− fixed 1/(2A−) 2.6894± 0.0036 4.7030± 0.0116
5.3792± 0.0073 9.4040± 0.0213
8.0682± 0.0104
10.7582± 0.0145

0.75 2.6693± 0.0004 4.6400± 0.0002
5.3381± 0.0002 9.2798± 0.0002
8.0070± 0.0001

a− variable 1/(2A−) 2.6895± 0.0036 9.4049± 0.0222
8.0682± 0.0104
10.7582± 0.0145

0.75 2.6693± 0.0004 4.7126± 0.0003
5.3382± 0.0002 9.4248± 0.0002
8.0071± 0.0003

Table 4.1: Resonant windows for Ω ∈ [π/4, 4π) for different control schemes. Both
car and bus positive accelerations where fixed at A+ = 6 and negative accelerations at
A− = 6. Wait time for the bus was set at Γ = 1 and the green wave speed uwave = 1.
Resonant windows are given like Ω± δ so that 2δ is the width of the window.

a green wave for the car would have on the bus model. First of all the number of

resonant windows would drop, at least one such window is lost when a green wave

scheme is on. When the stop point is half way between lights the number of resonant

intervals fall from 4 to 2 and when l is close to the light the number and location of

the intervals depends on the variant of the model but in all cases it is reduced. One

interesting finding worth mentioning is that regardless of the implemented control

scheme the size of the windows does not seem to change much; from the table it can

be seen that the biggest window width is ∆Ω ∼ .04 (the one for the only resonant

region for the a− variable model with l = 1/2A−). However, the remaining intervals

are one or two orders or magnitude smaller.
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In Fig. 4.10 we further study the effect of the green wave on the bus models. The

first four figures are bifurcation diagrams for the time between traffic lights with Ω

as bifurcation parameter with the φn = 0 dynamics in black and the green wave from

Eq. (4.38) in green. The last two plots show average traveling time as a function of

the stop point.

Fig. 4.10(a) shows the behavior of the Car model, as expected the green wave

strategy allows for minimum travel time ∆τ = 1 for all values of Ω. As was shown

in Sec. 3.6 this is only possible because the car’s traveling speed and the wave speed

match. The effects of a different wave speed have been discussed in [45].

Fig. 4.10(b) is made by using the bus model taking l = 1/2 (hence both variants

are equivalent). It in not clear from the figure which of the control schemes is a better

choice for reducing traveling times. For some values of Ω the green points are above

the black ones, this indicates that the wave scheme gives worst traveling times; see

for example the region to the left of Ω/2π = 1. But there are other values of Ω for

which the reverse is true, the synchronized scheme seems to be worst; as instance take

the region near Ω/2π = 3/2. And, furthermore, there are some regions on which it

is very hard to decide, using only the diagram, which would be the case; the middle

region between Ω/2π = 3/2 and Ω/2π = 2 for example. Looking at the diagram to

the left of Ω/2π = 1 the similarity between the behaviors is evident; however it seems

as if the effect of the green wave is to stretch the black points towards smaller values

of Ω. If this where to be the case then an effect of having a green wave for the bus

would be to stretch the chaotic regions and shift them towards smaller values of Ω.

Fig. 4.10(c) was built with the a− variable variant of the bus model with l = 1
2A−

.

This puts the stop point just after the traffic light. As with the case from figure (b)

it is not clear which one of the control scheme consistently reduces traveling time

between lights. Looking at the chaos regions to the left of Ω/2π = 1 it is clear that

the region for the synchronized scheme is shifted to the left and stretched a little bit

when the green wave is in effect. The same appears to be true of the chaos region near

Ω/2π = 3/2. A reduction on the number of chaos regions can be seen for the green

wave scheme. There are three intervals for which there is chaos when the φn = 0

control scheme is on (black dots in the figure); one between Ω/2π ∈ (1/4, 1/2), a
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second in the interval Ω/2π ∈ (1/2, 1), and a third between Ω/2π ∈ (3/2, 2). For

the green wave control scheme (green dots in the figure) only two chaos regions can

be clearly distinguished: one in the interval Ω/2π ∈ (1/2, 1), and a second between

Ω/2π ∈ (1, 3/2). It looks like the effect of the green wave is to make the chaos regions

wider and also reduce their number when compared to the synchronized scheme.

Fig. 4.10(d) was built with the a− fixed variant of the bus model with l = 1− 1
2A−

.

This puts the stop point just before the traffic light. The comments for this figure

are the same that for Fig. 4.10(c), except for the values of the intervals.

Figs. 4.10(e) and (f) are average traveling time comparisons for both control

schemes as functions of the stop point l. A value of Ω = 5.097 was used for both

figures. They are both built by taking the last 101 iterations of 1000 with initial

condition {0, 0} for the maps (initial time and speed equal to zero). The last iterations

are used to compute 100 traveling times between lights ∆τn = τn+1− τn that are then

averaged for the given value of l. Both figures give a better traveling time for the

synchronized control scheme. But this could be due to the choice of Ω.

To get a better impression of the effect of the green wave control scheme on the

bus traveling time take a look at Fig. 4.11. The left column of the figure is for the

a− fixed model an the right one shows results for the a− variable variant. The first

row shows 2D plots, in the l – Ω space, of the difference between average traveling

times for both control schemes. A positive value (represented as a white dot) shows

that the φn = 0 traffic light control scheme gives better average travel times between

lights. A negative value (represented as a gray dot) indicates the opposite, i.e. that

the car green wave control scheme gives smaller traveling times. The bottom row

shows the probability frequency distribution of the traveling time differences from

the plots above. In these histograms the extremes of the differences can be seen

and the frequency on which they happen can be observed. The histograms have a

logarithmic scale on the vertical axis and where constructed with bins of with 0.1

in units of cruising time (Tc in Eq. (4.11)), all points from the figures above where

included.

Figs. 4.11(a)-(b) shows when one of the control schemes gives better traveling

time (white is better time for the φn = 0 strategy; gray green wave better). No clear
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pattern for any of the control schemes can be discerned except that there are some

ranges of Ω values that consistently show one color or the other, i.e. show better

average traveling times for one control scheme or the other. There is predominance of

white and under this criteria it would appear that the φn = 0 traffic control scheme

is, in general, a better control scheme with respect to a green wave scheme. This

claim is further reinforced by looking at the histograms in Fig. 4.11(a)-(b); most of

the values are positive and are at the [0.2, 0.3) bin (remember that the vertical axis

is in a base 10 logarithmic scale.

However, the histograms show a tale that is lost on the plots above. The a−
variable model shows a much wider range of values, and the extremes are also much

bigger. Remember that a time equal to 1 is the time it would take a vehicle at cruising

speed to go from light to light without stopping.

We will discuss the cases when the car green wave is better than the φn = 0 scheme.

These cases are counted in the negative bins of the histograms and are represented

by the gray dots in the plots. In some cases the green wave scheme can give a gain

within 3.4 to 3.5 (in units of Tc) with respect to the synchronized scheme for the a−
variable model; this is a very good performance improvement but the frequency on

which they occur is very low, if we where to pick randomly a value for Ω and l the

probability of having such an improvement would be less than 10−5.

The a− fixed model also shows dramatic improvements with gains within 2.1 to

2.4 (in units of Tc) with much higher probabilities less than 10−2. In both models

the bulk of the improvements are near the 0.2 difference but still with probabilities

of less than 10−1. So, although there are combinations of parameters for which the

car green wave is a dramatic improvement over the φn = 0 light control scheme the

bulk of the improvement is close to 0 and the total amount of cases for which this

happens is a little more than 39% for both models.

The positive bins give count of the number of situations where the green wave

performs worst than the synchronized scheme when average traveling times are con-

cerned. For both models the amount of white dots in 4.11(a)-(b) or counted positive

in the histograms is close to 60%. And of all these the peak is in the 0.1 to 0.2 bin

with 56% for the fixed case and 54% of the values for the a− variable model.
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Even though the majority of the time differences presented in Fig. 4.11 are the

same for both model variants the histograms show that driver behavior can play a

major role on the effect of a particular control scheme. The a− fixed model has a

smaller horizontal axis on the histograms then the a− variable variant. This means

that there combinations for l and Ω for which just a difference in the way the bus is

driven can mean huge differences in average traveling times.

Summarizing we have shown differences between two traffic light control schemes.

One program is to have all lights synchronized and is implemented by making φn = 0

in Eq. (4.1). The second strategy is a green wave, where the green signal is made to

propagate with speed uwave; we achieve this effect by setting φn as in Eq. (4.38) and,

therefore, the effect is to synchronize the green signal with the car model from the

previous chapter.

We explored two effects that both control schemes have on the bus models de-

scribed in Sec. 4.2.1 and Sec. 4.2.2. The first effect was the change in the number of

resonant windows for the traffic light’s frequency (Ω); the main results are resumed

in Table 4.1 and it can be said with certainty that the effect of the green wave con-

trol scheme is to reduce their number. Also chaos regions seem to get wider and

their number is reduced. The second issue that we investigated was the differences

between average traveling times between lights for control schemes. It was done for

both model variants and the main results can be seen in Fig. 4.11. This study was

carried out for different values of the bus’ stop point (l) and the light’s frequency

(Ω). For more than half of the tested combination of parameters the green wave had

an adverse affect on the average traveling time of the bus models. Additionally it

was noted that the a− variable model had a wider range of time differences than its

counterpart and therefore was more sensitive to changes in the traffic light’s control

schemes.
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Figure 4.10: Model comparisons between the synchronized traffic lights (φn = 0) –in
black dots – and the green wave from Eq. (4.38) –green dots–. All simulations used
the same accelerations for the bus and car models: A+ = 2, A− = 6, Γ = 1, and
uwave = 1; (e) and (f) use Ω = 5.097. (a) Bifurcation diagram for time between lights
for the Car model. (b) Bifurcation diagram for time between lights for the Bus model.
(c) Bifurcation diagram for time between lights for the Bus model; a− variable used.
(d) Bifurcation diagram for time between lights for the Bus model; a− fixed used. (e)
Average time between lights as a function of l for the a− variable model. (f) Average
time between lights as a function of l for the a− fixed model.
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Figure 4.11: Differences for traveling times between the synchronized control scheme
and the car green wave. The left column shows results for the a− fixed bus model
variant, the right one for the a− variable model. All simulations used the same
accelerations for the bus and car models A+ = 2, A− = 6, Γ = 1, and uwave = 1. (a)
and (b) Traveling time difference as functions of Ω and l; gray dots indicate average
traveling time for the synchronized control scheme are less than for the car green wave,
white dots the opposite. (c)-(d) histograms (normalized and with vertical logarithmic
scale) of plots (a) and (b); bin withs are 0.1 (in units of Tc).
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4.7 Summary

This chapter was dedicated to the study of a simplistic dynamic model of a bus

traveling between traffic lights. The bus can accelerate until it reaches a cruising

speed and it brakes in order to make a forced stop between them and if, at a well

defined decision point, the traffic light is red. The vehicle stands still at the stop

point for a given waiting time. When braking, because of the red light, the bus either

stops completely or starts accelerating once the light goes green.

Two variants of the mentioned model where considered: the a− variable model

where the bus may brake with different accelerations and the a− fixed variant where

the vehicle brakes with a unique acceleration. The first variant follows from the

observation that there are drivers that tend to break not in the last possible instant

but take their time in doing so. The other variant is inspired on the fact that there

are some drivers that tend to wait for the last moment to break, these are more

aggressive.

Also two different traffic light control implementations where studied. The first

one, called the synchronized control scheme, forces all traffic lights to change color at

the same time. The other, the green wave, moves a green signal with a fixed speed.

After describing the model variants, and choosing a normalization convention

compatible with the one for the Car model in the previous chapter we carried out

some numerical experiments. The first result of these experiments was to show that

there are many chaotic regions and that non trivial behavior is present within both

models. The effect of varying the traffic light frequency was further discussed and it

was found that making Ω smaller (a bigger traffic light period) implies longer traveling

time between lights, this is due to the longer waiting times that the bus must spend

at the traffic light if it is caught by a red light. It was also shown that as Ω grows

the width of the regions that show chaotic behavior grows.

The effect of the stopping point on the bus dynamics was explored. A viable

simple strategy for a driver that wants to avoid falling into strange attractors was

proposed: interact with the light according to the position of the stop point. If the

stop point is before the light brake slowly and use the braking time to wait for the
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light to go green; if the stop point is after the light always brake in the last possible

instant.

After showing that non trivial and chaotic behavior is present within the models

we found symbolic expressions for fixed points and period 2 orbits for the bifurcation

diagrams. These expressions are valid for values of the stop point near the mid point

between traffic lights. Resonant and stop expressions where found as well as chaos

bounding expressions. Conditions for chaos to be present where also mentioned. This

allowed us to characterize the non trivial and chaotic behavior.

Following the symbolic we moved on to compare both model variants by exploring

the chaotic behavior in parameter space. We found that when the stop point is placed

near the traffic light (either after or before it) the combination of parameters that

gives chaotic behavior is substantially wider than when the stop point is closer to the

middle position between lights. If the stop point is sufficiently far from the traffic

lights chaos regions are smaller.

Finally we described differences between two traffic light control schemes. One

scheme was to have all lights synchronized. The second strategy a green wave, where

the green signal is made to propagate with fixed speed. We explored two effects that

both control schemes have on the bus models.

The first effect was the change in the number of resonant windows for the traffic

light’s frequency. A resonant window is a continuous interval of light frequencies for

which the bus always passes the lights at top speed. The effect of the green wave

control scheme is to reduce their number when compared to the synchronized strategy.

However it appears that it also has the effect of making the chaos regions broader.

The second issue that we investigated was the differences between average traveling

times between lights for both control schemes. This study was carried out for different

values of the bus’ stop point and the light’s frequency. The principal result was that

for more than half of the tested combination of parameters the green wave had an

adverse affect on the average traveling time of the bus models. Additionally it was

noted that the a− variable model had a wider range of time differences than its

counterpart and therefore was more sensitive to changes in the traffic light’s control

schemes.
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There is plenty of possible future work and several new questions have been

opened. Regarding future work it is necessary to study the effect that the wait-

ing time (Γ) has on the dynamics of the model and its variants. It is also of interest

to work issues like fuel consumption and how it is affected by the variants of the

model and both the position of the stop point and the behavior of the waiting time.

As an interesting practical issue it is also important to observe transient behavior

in detail.

Following the same ideas presented in the document it could also be explored if

it is possible to find interesting expressions when the stop point is close to the traffic

light; period 1 and period 2 orbits along with resonant, stop, or chaos bounding

formulations.

Additionally, the value ϕ = 2π − Ω − ΓΩ that appears in so many of the results

should be discussed further, since it involves all the time related parameters of the

model it may be an important quantity.

Another question that should be addressed in future work is what happens when

the stop point is even closer to the traffic light.

Certainly a future direction that the work must take is to devise a practical way

of making real word observations. this maybe possible in the Transmilenio system

but how to do it is still open to debate.

Some questions posed by the results presented in this chapter include, but are

not limited to, open issues about driver behavior. One possible interpretation for the

bus’ model variants is that of driver behavior; it is not far fetched to equate the a−
fixed model with aggressive driving while paring the a− variable model with a more

calmed kind of driving. If this is the case then an intuition that is the product of this

section work is that it is possible that a very important part of the transit dynamics

is due to driver’s comportment and that its effects maybe studied via simple models

like the ones presented.

Another open question is the effect of different traffic light control schemes. It

would be worth while to explore more control schemes currently under use in real sce-

narios. It is true that the results of studying these simplistic models are not apt for
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situations where the interaction between vehicles starts to play a role. However dedi-

cated public transport systems like Transmilenio are often operating under conditions

where these results maybe valid.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

The previous chapters of this document where working towards answering the goal

and questions posed on the Introduction:

1. To characterize the systems asymptotic behavior.

2. Is non trivial behavior and chaos (understood as high sensitivity to initial con-

ditions) a fundamental part of traffic systems?

3. Is this sensitivity consequence of human behavior or not?

And while working on these several intermediate results where found and new ques-

tions raised.

Two traffic models based on the same idea (that of a single vehicle interacting

with traffic lights) where studied. The vehicle is capable of accelerating, traveling at

constant speed, and braking. Braking takes place when the vehicle is interacting with

a traffic light. This puts the models in the realm of city traffic (since there are no

traffic lights on freeways, or at least there should not).

The first model (the one referred to as the Car model) followed the expected

dynamics of a vehicle on a long road that contains several traffic lights. This car

interacted with the lights depending on their color (either red or green) in the usual

way that drivers do i.e. stop if a red light is present at a given point in space, continue

if green.

101
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The second model (called the Bus model) obeyed the same dynamics as the Car

model but with the possibility of a forced stop between traffic lights, this in order to

copy the action of picking up or leaving passengers. Two variants of the bus model

where developed and studied.

The Car model was discussed first and the results presented in this document have

already been published in a series of papers [45,46,49,50]. The main conclusion that

can be extracted from the work carried out with the model is that chaos is an inherent

component in traffic systems. There is an important region of the parameter space

for which the model shows chaotic behavior. More important this region is close to

or contains the typical values of acceleration observed on vehicles.

Furthermore it was showed that with infinite (instantaneous) acceleration (brak-

ing) there is no chaotic behavior. This is common in many vehicle models, so it opens

the question of if these models are missing a fundamental piece of the dynamics.

Along with the results from the previous two paragraphs the following was found:

Bounds for the nontrivial dynamics and chaotic behavior where derived. Once again,

the relevance of this study, resides in that the range of parameters defined by these

bounds are of relevance in city traffic, and are usually not considered in standard

models of city traffic dynamics, such as cellular automata or hydrodynamic models.

Chaos is only possible if A− ≥ 3A+, and the chaotic region in the bifurcation

diagram with respect to Ω gets bigger as this ratio increases. Note that this is a

common situation on every day traffic since most cars have a braking capability

(loose speed) larger than their acceleration capability. Hence, the system becomes

more prone to be at the root of an emergent traffic jam. It is interesting to note that

this is exactly the tendency shown by drivers in crowded roads, where the usual car

movement starts with a low acceleration (A+) and ends with a larger braking value

(A−). Even though the present analysis is conducted on a simple model of one car

in a sequence of traffic signals, it may be expected that this stop and go behavior in

a dense city traffic may enhance the probability of producing a disordered state, and

hence a traffic jam, which is, in this manner, a self-organized state.

Through a numerical exploration of the parameter space of the model the combi-

nation of parameters for which the system shows chaotic behavior was found. We also
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showed that the region of values of Ω for which the system shows a chaotic behavior is

small and has embedded on it windows of non-chaotic dynamics as expected, hinting

at the possibility of controlling this nontrivial dynamics and chaotic behavior via the

traffic light frequency. However, it was also concluded that even for high values of

A− there are values of Ω for which there is chaos, although not produced by a period

doubling cascade, but by the discontinuities in this simple traffic model as the car

must sometimes wait at the traffic light until the next green appears. This behavior

points to the possibility that chaos is always present within these models. Regarding

a real life situation this observation highlights the fact that chaotic behavior may be

present on city traffic systems regardless of driver behavior, arising from the traffic

light (or stop and go conditions) existence itself. These results have been published

in [49].

Additionally a brief description of the system subject to a green wave control

scheme was carried out. We showed bifurcation diagrams that where similar to the

ones when synchronized traffic lights where used. The diagrams show that the car will

follow a non trivial path unless the speed of the wave is close to its cruising speed.

Having a slower green wave speed moves the system towards non trivial behavior

(chaos), while a faster green wave forces the vehicle into a stop and go behavior that

increases traveling time between lights considerably.

We completed the expected goal of characterize the Car model asymptotic be-

havior by using bifurcation diagrams and calculating Lyapunov exponents. The first

question we expected to answer: Is chaos (understood as high sensitivity to initial

conditions) a fundamental part of traffic systems? was positively answered, Lya-

punov exponents where used in doing so and we further characterized the chaotic

behavior in parameter space and found scaling laws for it. The second question was

also dealt with: Is this sensitivity consequence of human behavior or not? we showed

that sensitivity to initial conditions in the system was encountered when there are

differences between the accelerations and showed this to be a necessary condition for

chaos to appear. Since the non linear map has no stochastic component we ruled out

the possibility of having complex dynamics because of chance and therefore human

behavior is not even remotely considered.
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Following the Car model the Bus model and its two variants where studied. The

bus was able to accelerate until it reaches a cruising speed and it brakes in order to

make a forced stop between them and if, at a well defined decision point, the traffic

light is red. The vehicle stands still at the stop point for a given waiting time. When

braking, because of the red light, the bus either stops completely or starts accelerating

once the light changes to green.

Two variants of the mentioned model where considered: the a− variable model

where the bus may brake with different accelerations and the a− fixed variant where

the vehicle brakes with a unique acceleration. The first variant follows from the

observation that there are drivers that tend to break not in the last possible instant

but take their time in doing so. The other variant is inspired on the fact that there

are some drivers that tend to wait for the last moment to break, these are more

aggressive.

Also two different traffic light control implementations where studied. The first

one, called the synchronized control scheme, forces all traffic lights to change color at

the same time. The other, the green wave, moves a green signal with a fixed speed.

After describing the model variants, detailing the respective 2D maps that give

the speed and time at which a light is crossed given the same information for the

previous one, and choosing a normalization convention compatible with the one for

the Car model in the previous chapter we found symbolic expressions for fixed points

and period 2 orbits for the bifurcation diagrams. These expressions are valid for

values of the stop point near the mid point between traffic lights. Resonant and stop

expressions where found as well as chaos bounding expressions. Conditions for chaos

to be present where also mentioned.

Following the symbolic work numeric experiments where carried out. The first

result of these experiments was to show that there are chaotic regions outside the

bounds found when working analytically with the maps. The effect of varying the

traffic light frequency was further discussed and it was found that making Ω smaller

(a bigger traffic light period) implies longer traveling time between lights, this is due

to the longer waiting times that the bus must spend at the traffic light if it is caught

by a red light. It was also shown that as Ω grows the width of the regions that show
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chaotic behavior grows.

The effect of the stopping point on the bus dynamics was explored. A viable

simple strategy for a driver that wants to avoid falling into strange attractors was

proposed: interact with the light according to the position of the stop point. If the

stop point is before the light brake slowly and use the braking time to wait for the

light to go green; if the stop point is after the light always brake in the last possible

instant.

It was also found that when the stop point is placed near the traffic light (either

after or before it) the combination of parameters that gives chaotic behavior is sub-

stantially wider than when the stop point is closer to the middle position between

lights. If the stop point is sufficiently far from the traffic lights chaos regions are

smaller.

Finally we described differences between two traffic light control schemes. One

scheme was to have all lights synchronized. The second strategy a green wave, where

the green signal is made to propagate with fixed speed. We explored two effects that

both control schemes have on the bus models.

The first effect was the change in the number of resonant windows for the traffic

light’s frequency. A resonant window is a continuous interval of light frequencies for

which the bus always passes the lights at top speed. The effect of the green wave

control scheme is to reduce their number when compared to the synchronized strategy.

However it appears that it also has the effect of making the chaos regions broader.

The second issue that we investigated was the differences between average traveling

times between lights for both control schemes. This study was carried out for different

values of the bus’ stop point and the light’s frequency. The principal result was that

for more than half of the tested combination of parameters the green wave had an

adverse affect on the average traveling time of the bus models. Additionally it was

noted that the a− variable model had a wider range of time differences than its

counterpart and therefore was more sensitive to changes in the traffic light’s control

schemes.

We completed the expected goal of characterize the Bus models asymptotic be-

havior by using bifurcation diagrams and calculating Lyapunov exponents. The first
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question we expected to answer: Is chaos (understood as high sensitivity to initial

conditions) a fundamental part of traffic systems? was positively answered, Lya-

punov exponents where used in doing so and we further characterized the chaotic

behavior in parameter space. The second question was also dealt with: Is this sen-

sitivity consequence of human behavior or not? we showed that sensitivity to initial

conditions in the system was encountered when there are differences between the ac-

celerations and showed this to be a necessary condition for chaos to appear. Since

the non linear map has no stochastic component we ruled out the possibility of hav-

ing complex dynamics because of chance and therefore human behavior is not even

remotely considered. Unlike the Car model we had two variants that where inspired

out of intuitions and experiences on how people drive, and so we further explored

the last question by comparing the two variants of the bus model. Although there is,

once again, no stochastic component, we showed that two different driving strategies

have completely different results when characterizing chaos. It was clearly showed

that both strategies tended to make chaos regions in parameter space bigger.

There is plenty of possible future work and several new questions have been

opened. Regarding future work it is necessary to study the effect that the wait-

ing time (Γ) has on the dynamics of the model and its variants. It is also of interest

to work issues like fuel consumption and how it is affected by the variants of the

model and both the position of the stop point and the behavior of the waiting time.

As an interesting practical issue it is also important to observe transient behavior

in detail.

Following the same ideas presented in the document it could also be explored if

it is possible to find interesting expressions when the stop point is close to the traffic

light; period 1 and period 2 orbits along with resonant, stop, or chaos bounding

formulations.

Additionally, the value ϕ = 2π − Ω − ΓΩ that appears in so many of the results

should be discussed further, since it involves all the time related parameters of the

model it may be an important quantity.

Another question that should be addressed in future work is what happens when

the stop point is even closer to the traffic light.
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Certainly a future direction that the work must take is to devise a practical way

of making real word observations. this maybe possible in the Transmilenio system

but how to do it is still open to debate.

Some questions posed by the results presented in this chapter include, but are

not limited to, open issues about driver behavior. One possible interpretation for the

bus’ model variants is that of driver behavior; it is not far fetched to equate the a−
fixed model with aggressive driving while paring the a− variable model with a more

calmed kind of driving. If this is the case then an intuition that is the product of this

section work is that it is possible that a very important part of the transit dynamics

is due to driver’s comportment and that its effects maybe studied via simple models

like the ones presented.

Another open question is the effect of different traffic light control schemes. It

would be worth while to explore more control schemes currently under use in real sce-

narios. It is true that the results of studying these simplistic models are not apt for

situations where the interaction between vehicles starts to play a role. However dedi-

cated public transport systems like Transmilenio are often operating under conditions

where these results maybe valid.
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Appendix A

Construction of 2D map for the

Car model: the M(τ, u) map.

It is convenient to construct an exact map that relates successive crossing of the traffic

lights. Fig. 3.2 is used as a reference for the notation used in this section. Let L be

the distance between the origin O and next traffic light. After crossing the nth light,

the car reaches vmax at

xc =
vmax

2 − vn2

2a+
→ yc =

1
A+

(

1− un
2) ,

tc = tn +
vmax − vn

a+
→ τc = τn +

1
A+

(1− un) ,

vc = vmax → uc = 1,

and continues to move at constant velocity until the decision point

xd = Ln −
vmax

2

2a−
→ yd = 1− 1

2A−
,

td = tc +
xd − xc

vmax
→ τd = τc + (yd − yc),

vd = vmax → ud = 1.

At this point we have two choices depending on the sign of sin (ωntd + φn).

If sin (ωntd + φn) = sin (Ωnτd + φn) > 0 (green light), the car reaches the traffic

109
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light with a state:

xn+1 = Ln+1 = (n+ 1)L → yn+1 = yn + 1 = n+ 1,

tn+1 = td +
Ln − xd

vmax
→ τn+1 = τd + (1− yd),

vn+1 = vmax → un+1 = 1;

this situation is depicted with the dotted line to the right of xd in Fig. 3.1.

If sin (ωntd + φn) = sin (Ωnτd + φn) < 0 (red light), the car must start slowing

down with a−. There are three possible situations if this is the case, they are illus-

trated in Fig. 3.2 by the solid, dashed and dot-dashed lines after xd. Regardless of

the exact situation the vehicle needs an extra time δt = vmax/a− or δτ = 1/A− to

reach the (n+1)th traffic light and stop. This time, δt or δτ , must be compared with

the next time the light turns green, tg (τg), at which point the car can accelerate

again. Defining the phase ζd = ωntd + φn = Ωnτd + φn, we can compute

ζg = ωntg + φn = 2π
(

Int
[

ζd
2π

]

+ 1
)

,

where Int[x] is the integer part of x. Therefore, if td + δt < tg or τd + δτ < τg, the car

will cross the (n+ 1)th traffic light with

xn+1 = Ln+1 = (n+ 1)L → yn+1 = yn + 1 = n+ 1,

tn+1 = tg → τn+1 = τg,

vn+1 = 0 → un+1 = 0.

This situation is represented by the dashed line in Fig. 3.2.

In the other case td + δt > tg or τd + δτ > τg the car starts accelerating at the

state

xg = xd + vd∆T − a−
∆T 2

2
→ yg = yd + ud∆τ − A−

∆τ 2

2
,

tg = tg → τg = τg,

vg = vd − a−(tg − td) → ug = ud − A−(τg − τd),
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with ∆T = tg − td (∆τ = τg − τd), and again we have two cases before it reaches

Ln+1. We need to determine if the car reaches vmax before the light. We compute

the distance at which the car reaches vmax –namely, xm = xg + (vmax
2 − vg2)/2a+ or

ym = yg + (1 − ug
2)/2A+. Therefore, if xm > Ln+1, then the car reaches the traffic

light with

xn+1 = Ln+1 = (n+ 1)L → yn+1 = yn + 1 = n+ 1,

tn+1 = tg +
vn+1 − vg

a+
→ τn+1 = τg +

1
A+

(un+1 − ug),

vn+1 =
√

v2g + 2a+(Ln − xg) → un+1 =
√

u2
g + 2A+(1− yg);

this is illustrated with a dot-dashed line in Fig. 3.2.

Otherwise, it reaches vmax at

xm = xm → ym = ym,

tm = tg +
vmax − vg

a+
→ τm = τg +

1
A+

(1− ug),

vm = vmax → um = 1,

and the light at

xn+1 = Ln+1 = (n+ 1)L → yn+1 = yn + 1 = n+ 1,

tn+1 = tm +
Ln+1 − xm

vmax
→ τn+1 = τm +

n+ 1− ym
,

vn+1 = vmax → un+1 = 1;

this situation is represented with the solid line in Fig. 3.2.

The 2D map takes the time and speed of the vehicle at the nth light and returns

time and speed at the (n+ 1)th light.
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Appendix B

Construction of 2D map for the

Bus model: the M(τ, u) map.

For the construction of the maps I will drop the n subscript for ease of handling except

for the starting (xn, tn) and end (xn+1, tn+1) points/times. The maps will give the

speed and time at which the bus crosses the (n+1)nt traffic light given the speed and

time at which the nnt light was crossed. I will start with the a− variable model and

continue with the a− fixed variant. Finally a normalization scheme for both variants

will be proposed.

B.1 a− variable map

Let us find all possible values of Fig 4.1 and outline a 2D map equivalent to the one

for the car model.

Region 1. Starts at xn and tn either when the nth light goes to green (so the bus has

vn = 0) or after it has gone green and the bus passes it with vn > 0. Region 1

ends when the bus reaches xs1 with vs1 < vc or when it reaches v = vc.

The position at which the bus reaches vc is

x′
c1 = xn +

vc2 − vn2

2a+
.

113
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– If x′
c1 ≥ xs1 there is no region 2 and we have:

vs1 = vc1 =
√

vn2 + 2a+l̄ −
a+
a−

vc2, (B.1)

ts1 = tc1 = tn +
vs1 − vn

a+
, (B.2)

xs1 = xc1 = xn + l̄ − vc2

2a−
. (B.3)

– If x′
c1 < xs1 there is a region 2 and:

xc1 = xn +
vc2 − vn2

2a+
,

tc1 = tn +
vc − vn
a+

,

vc1 = vc.

Region 2. May not exist (see discussion for region 1). It is the region between the bus

reaching v = vc at xc1 and tc1 and reaching the first stopping point xs1 at ts1

xs1 = xn + l̄ − vc2

2a−
(fixed),

ts1 = tc1 +
xs1 − xc1

vc
,

vs1 = vc.

If no region 2 then the input for region 3 is given by Eqs. (B.1)-(B.3).

Region 3. Begins at xs1 and ends at xn + l̄ with speed v = 0. Call vs1 ≤ vc the speed of

the bus at xs1

xs = xn + l̄,

tsi = ts1 +
vc2

a−vs1
,

vs = 0.

Region 4. Here the bus is waiting. In principle the amount of time the bus stays here
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could be variable.

xs = xn + l̄,

tso = tsi + Γ̄,

vs = 0.

Region 5. This region is analogous to Region 1 except for the fact that the bus always

starts with zero velocity. Region 5 ends either when the bus speed is vc, or it

reaches the minimum stopping distance xs2, whatever happens first. Following

the same reasoning as for region 1, lets find xc2:

xc2 = xn + l̄ +
vc2

2a+
.

– If xc2 ≥ xs2 there is no region 6 and:

vs2 = vc2 =

√

a+a−(2a−(L− l̄)− vc2)
a−

, (B.4)

ts2 = tc2 = tsi + Γ +
vs2
a+

, (B.5)

xs2 = xc2 = xn + L− vc2

2a−
.

– If xc2 < xs2 region 6 exists, and:

xc2 = xn + l̄ +
vc2

2a+
,

tc2 = tsi + Γ +
vc
a+

,

vc2 = vc.
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Region 6. Same behavior as for Region 2,

xs2 = xn + L− vc2

2a−
, (B.6)

ts2 = tc2 +
xs2 − xc2

vc
, (B.7)

vs2 = vc.

Region 7. This region depends on whether the light is red or green at xs2.

– If sin(ωts2 + φn) ≥ 0 the light is green. This region becomes equivalent to

Region 8 and there are two possibilities, either the bus reaches vc before

the light or it doesn’t (see the discussion for the following region). In other

words there is no Region 7.

– If sin(ωts2 + φn) < 0 the light is red.

Two cases here: either the bus comes to a complete stop before the light

goes green again, in which case it must wait for the light to go green and

pass to the next section; or the light changes while the bus is still moving

(then the bus starts accelerating again until it reaches vc or the light).

To check if the bus stops before the light goes green again compare tg from

Eq. (4.5) with the time it takes the bus to come to a full stop (tfs). Call

vs2 ≤ vc the speed at xs2

tfs = ts2 +
vc2

a−vs2
.

∗ If the light changes after the bus stops (tg ≥ tfs) there is no Region 8,

the output of the map is:

xn+1 = xn + L,

tn+1 = tg =
2π
ω
(
[ ω
2π

ts2
]

+ 1),

vn+1 = 0.

These are the exit values for light n+ 1.
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∗ If the light changes before the bus stops (tg < tfs) there is a Region

8, and

tg =
2π
ω
(
[

ωts2 + φn

2π

]

+ 1)− φn

ω
,

xg = xs2 + vs2(tg − ts2)−
a−vs22

2vc2
(tg − ts2)2,

vg = vs2 − a−
vs22

vc2
(tg − ts2).

Region 8. Two things may happen: either there was no Region 7 (at xs2 the light was

green), or the light went green (there was a Region 7) before the bus came to a

complete stop. Each of these cases is further subdivided into two sub-cases.

No matter what happens we always have

xn+1 = xn + L,

but both tn+1 and vn+1 may have different values:

– If no Region 7, we have (ts2, vs2) from Eq. (B.4)-(B.5) (no region 6); or

from Eq. (B.6)-(B.7), i.e. vs2 = vc.

∗ If vs2 = vc, we have Eq. (B.6)-(B.7) as input, and

vn+1 = vc, (B.8)

tn+1 = ts2 +
vc
2a−

. (B.9)

∗ If vs2 < vc we have Eq. (B.4)-(B.5) (there was no region 6). There are

two possibilities: either the bus reaches vc before getting to xn+1 or it

does not. To distinguish these calculate the position, xc, at which the

bus has v = vc

xc = xs2 +
vc2 − vs22

2a+
;

and compare it with xn+1.
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· If xc ≥ xn+1 the bus does not reach its cruising speed before the

light, and

vn+1 =

√

a−(a+vc2 + a−vs22)
a−

,

tn+1 = ts2 +
vn+1 − vs2

a+
.

· If xc < xn+1 the bus does reach its cruising speed before the light,

and

vn+1 = vc,

tn+1 = ts2 +
vc
2a−

+
(vc − vs2)2

2a+vc
.

– If there was a Region 7 there are, again, two possibilities: either the bus

reaches vc before xn+1 or not. To check compute the position where the

bus achieves v = vc

xc = xg +
vc2 − vg2

2a+
;

and compare it with xn+1.

∗ If xc ≥ xn+1 the bus does not reach its cruising speed before the light,

and

vn+1 =
√

vg2 + 2a+(xn+1 − xg),

tn+1 = tg +
vn+1 − vg

a+
.

∗ If xc < xn+1 the bus reaches its cruising speed before the light, and

vn+1 = vc,

tn+1 = tg +
xn+1 − xg

vc
+

(vc − vg)2

2a+vc
.

This completes the map for the case where the braking points are fixed.
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B.2 a− variable map

Let us find all possible values of Fig 4.1 and outline the map.

Region 1. Starts at xn and tn either when the nth light goes to green (so the bus has

vn = 0) or after it has gone green and the bus passes it with 0 < vn ≤ vc.

Region 1 ends when the bus reaches xs1 with vs1 < vc or when it reaches v = vc.

If we look at this problem from the perspective of the speed (v) Vs time (t) space

the question that one must ask is where, on this plane, does the straight lines

with slopes a+ and a− that pass through points (tn, vn) and (tsi, 0), respectively,

intersect.

They intersect at a point (t′s1, vs1), and if vs1 ≤ vc, we have that the bus must

start braking at ts1 = t′s1 to reach xs = xn + l with velocity 0. Given that this

is the case there is no region 2 on Fig. 4.1.

On the other hand, if vs1 > vc then there is a region 2 on Fig. 4.1. the speed

vs1 is

vs1 =

√

a−(a− + a+)(2a+l + vn2)
a− + a+

. (B.10)

– If vs1 ≤ vc: there is no region 2 and

xs1 = xc1 = xn +
2a−l − vn2

2(a− + a+)
,

ts1 = tc1 = tn +
vs1 − vn

a+
.

– If vs1 > vc: there is a region 2

xc1 = xn +
vc2 − vn2

2a+
,

tc1 = tn +
vc − vn
a+

Region 2. May not exist (see discussion for region 1). It is the region between the bus
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reaching v = vc at xc1 and tc1 and reaching the first stopping point xs1 at ts1

xs1 = xn + l − vc2

2a−
, (B.11)

ts1 = tc1 +
xs1 − xc1

vc
, (B.12)

vs1 = vc. (B.13)

Region 3. This starts at xs1 and ends at xn + l̄ with speed v = 0. There are, once again,

two cases: either the bus reaches xs1 with v = vc or with v < vc; labeling this

speed vs1 ≤ vc

xs = xn + l̄,

tsi = ts1 +
vs1
a−

,

vs = 0.

Where on the first case we have Eqs. (B.11)-(B.13) or, on the second, vs1 is

given by Eq. (B.10).

Region 4. Here the bus is loading and unloading passengers. In principle the amount of

time the bus stays parked here could be variable

xs = xn + l̄,

tso = tsi + Γ̄,

vs = 0,

Region 5. This region is analogous to Region 1 except for the fact that the bus always

starts with zero velocity. Region 5 ends either when the bus speed is vc, or it

reaches the minimum stopping distance xs2. Following the same reasoning as

for region 1 we can say that if the straight lines in (t, v) space intersect at a

point (t′s2, vs2), and vs2 ≤ vc, then the bus must start braking at ts2 = t′s2 to

reach xn+1 = xn + L with velocity 0. If this is the case there is no region 6 on

Fig. 4.1.
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On the other hand, if vs2 > vc then there is a region 6 on Fig. 4.1; vs2 is given

by

vs2 =

√

2a+a−(a− + a+)(L− l̄)
a− + a+

. (B.14)

– If vs2 ≤ vc: there is no region 6

xs2 = xc2 = xn +
a−L+ a+l̄
a− + a+

, (B.15)

ts2 = tc2 = tsi + Γ̄ +
vs2
a+

. (B.16)

– If vs2 > vc: there is a region 6

xc2 = xn + l̄ +
vc2

2a+
, (B.17)

tc2 = tsi + Γ̄ +
vc
a+

. (B.18)

Region 6. Same as Region 2, if Eqs. (B.17)-(B.18) are the ones that must be used for

Region 5 we have

xs2 = xn + L− vc2

2a−
, (B.19)

ts2 = tc2 +
xs2 − xc2

vc
, (B.20)

vs2 = vc. (B.21)

If Eqs. (B.15)-(B.16) are the ones then there is no region 6.

Region 7. This region exists if the light is red at xs2, otherwise it does not.

– With sin(ωts2 + φn) ≥ 0 the light is green. The bus needs not brake and

there is no need for region 7; we have two possibilities, either the bus

reaches vc before the light or it doesn’t. See discussion for region 8.

– If sin(ωts2 + φn) < 0 the light is red. There are two cases here, either the

bus comes to a complete stop before the light goes green again, in which
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case it must wait for the light to go green and pass to the next section; or

if the light changes while it is still moving, then the bus starts accelerating

again until it reaches vc or the light.

To check if the bus stops before the light goes green again compare tg from

Eq. (4.5) with the time it takes the bus to come to a full stop:

tfs = ts2 +
vs2
a−

,

where vs2 is given by Eq. (B.14) or Eq. (B.21).

∗ If the light changes after the bus stops (tg > tfs) there is no Region 8

and:

tn+1 = tg =
2π
ω
(
[

ωts2 + φn

2π

]

+ 1)− φn

ω
,

xn+1 = xn + L,

vn+1 = 0.

These are the values the map would return.

∗ If the light changes before the bus stops (tg ≤ tfs) there is a Region 8

and we have:

xg = xs2 + vs2(tg − ts2)−
1
2
a−(tg − ts2)2,

tg =
2π
ω
(
[ ω
2π

ts2
]

+ 1),

vg = vs2 − a−(tg − ts2).

Region 8. In this region two things may happen: either there was no Region 7 (at xs2 the

light was green), or the light went green (there was a Region 7) before the bus

came to a complete stop. Each of these cases is further subdivided into two

sub-cases.
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The next light position is always the same

xn+1 = xn + L;

but both tn+1 and vn+1 may have different values.

– If there was no Region 7, we have (xs2, ts2, vs2) from (B.14)-(B.16) — vs2 <

vc. Or from (B.19)-(B.21) — vs2 = vc.

∗ If vs2 = vc, we have Eq. (B.19)-(B.21) and the values the map would

return are

vn+1 = vc,

tn+1 = ts2 +
xn+1 − xs2

vc
.

∗ If vs2 < vc we have two possibilities: either the bus reaches vc before

getting to xn+1 or no. To distinguish these calculate the position at

which the vehicle reaches vc:

xc = xs2 +
vc2 − vs22

2a+
;

and compare with xn+1.

· If xc > xn+1 the bus does not reach its cruising speed before the

light and it passes the next light with

vn+1 =
√

vs22 + 2a+(xn+1 − xs2),

tn+1 = ts2 +
vn+1 − vs2

a+
.

· If xc ≤ xn+1 the bus does reach its cruising speed before the light

and it enters the following segment with

vn+1 = vc,

tn+1 = ts2 +
xn+1 − xs2

vc
+

(vc − vs2)2

2a+vc
.
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– If there was a Region 7 there are, again, two possibilities: either the bus

reaches vc before xn+1 or not. To check calculate:

xc = xg +
vc2 − vg2

2a+
;

and compare it with xn+1.

∗ If xc ≥ xn+1 the bus does not reach its cruising speed before the light,

the exit values are:

vn+1 =
√

vg2 + 2a+(xn+1 − xg),

tn+1 = tg +
vn+1 − vg

a+
.

∗ If xc < xn+1 the bus does reach its cruising speed before the light and

we have

vn+1 = vc,

tn+1 = tg +
xn+1 − xg

vc
+

(vc − vg)2

2a+vc
.

These are the possible cases for the bus dynamics in the a− fixed model variant.
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